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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The International Labor Organization

(ILO) evolved in

response to the social needs brought about by the Indus
trial Revolution.

In the latter part of the eighteenth

century and the early part of the nineteenth,

a series of

socio-economic and technological changes took place in Eu
rope,

commonly known as the Industrial Revolution.'*'

the advent of the ne w industries,
be replaced by the new technology:

With

manual workers b e g a n to
the machines.

This

transformation produced a profound change in the ways of
life of millions of people for it weakened traditional
feudal bonds.

These bonds were based on the principles of

personal allegiance and service of the weaker for the
stronger,

in return for protection of the weaker by the

1
'Energy and Skills for Human P r o g r e s s .

Study Guide

Series on the United Nations and Related Agencies
(UNESCO).

New York,

United Nations,

New York:

The Oceania Library on the

1963> P» 18.
1
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stronger.

To complicate the matter,

Social Darwinism and

the laissez-faire economic theory became the preoccupation
of the time to exploit workers.
terms of low wages paid them,

Workers were exploited in

in addition to their long

hours of work and inhuman working conditions.

It was no

wonder that Jonathan Swift wrote his famous satire,
dest Proposal",

"A Mo

in which he u r ged the people of Ireland to

export their children or else that they eat them to s u r 
vive.
Various resources were tapped to deal with the p r o 
blem of the bounting misery of the workers,
and children.

both adults

Among the early leaders were men of reform,

such as Robert Owen and Daniel LeGrand, who began to
search for ways to improve the living conditions of the
workers.

Various trade u n ion movements were also b e gun as

an attempt to better the social conditions of workers.
ronically,

none of these movements received great r e cogni

tion until Marx and Engles appeared on the scene and,
18^7,

I-

in

issued their famous Communist Manifesto, hoping to

call the workers of the world to unite and fight for their
rights in the pursuit of social and economic liberties.
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3
The point here is that the leaders of the early labor
movements were u s ually intellectuals or reformers who were
concerned with explicating their convictions to try to
b uild support for the social emancipation of man.
This was also a period of social criticism,

and ideo

logies such as Marxism became the ideological base of the
European labor movements,

w h ich ushered in the formation

of several national trade unions.

These various national

unions were later consolidated into what was known as the
First International.

Within the First Internati onal, ho w

ever, there developed an ideological conflict b e t w e e n Mara
and other leaders of the movement,

notably Bakunin.

2

This

finally led to the d i ssolution of the International in
1872.

Nevertheless,

Marxism continued as a powerful ideo

logy supporting various international labor movements.
This ideological o r ientation found one domestic expression
in the Russian Revolution of 1905 and particularly in 1917.
It stimulated communist activities not only in Russia but

^Kaul,

N . N . , India and the I L O .

litan Book Co.,

Ltd.,

New Delhi:

Metropo

p. 13.
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in many parts of Western Europe as well.
According to Marxist doctrine, a socialist revolution
in Russia was not to be expected.

For the Marxists,

soci

alist revolution was only possible in the advanced indus
trial states of Western Europe from where it would gr a d u 
ally spread to the underdeveloped states.

Since the Rus

sian economy was in a rudimentary stage Marxists, and par
ticularly Lenin, believed that a "bourgeois revolution" in
Russia should be led by the Russian working class as a
first step in worldwide revolution.

The party acting as

a vanguard of the proletariat would replace the old T s a r 
ist regime.

That is, the party would lead the workers and

the latter in tur n would lead the peasants to form a "re
volutionary dictatorship of the proletariat."
however,

Trotsky,

d isagreed with this theoretical formulation and

argued that the revolution first had to take place in the
industrial states of Europe and that the Russian workers
would provide the camouflage and the base for European re
volutionary movements.

Thus,

the disagreement between

Trotsky and Lenin was fundamental.
The wes t e r n reaction to, and the threat posed by,

R eproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ith o u t perm ission.

Marxist Communism became real in 191? when the Communists
seized power in Russia.

Western statesmen became con

vinced, for the time, that a spectre was haunting not only
Western Europe, but the entire world, and began to search
for ways to impede the revolutionary tendencies among the
workers.
In order to erradicate this ideological orientation
among the working class and to allow gradual and peaceful
social progress,

the al l i e d statesmen established the ILO

as Part III of the Tre a t y of Versailles proclaiming their
belief that "lasting peace" can only be secured if it is
"based on social justice."
What, then,

is the ILO, and how does it work?

The

ILO is the first international organization set up to pr o
mote social progress.

It is composed of workers, g o v e r n 

ments, and employers w h o concert their energy to improve
the social conditions of workers within the signatory
states.

It was argued by the allied statesmen that the

presence of employers and governments would facilitate the
realization of ILO objectives for workers.

At first,

this

was the primary emphasis of the ILO, but as its membership
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increased,

it changed its emphasis from purely urban and

industrial programs to a more inclusive program for the
well-being of the entire human race.

These objectives

were strongly emphasized in the Philadelphia Convention of
19^*

in which the ILO affirmed that "labor was not a com

modity" and urged freedom of expression and association as
"essential to progress".

And finally,

it declared as a

truism that "poverty everywhere constitutes a danger to
prosperity everywhere".-^

Thus,

over the years the ILO has

evolved into a social m e chanism aimed not only at improv
ing the working conditions of workers but at nurturing
the frameworks conducive to improving their social condi
tion as well.
This new emphasis became the main preoccupation of
the ILO,

especially after World War II.

Before then,

the

ILO had mainly been concerned with European labor ques
tions.

However,

the allied victory in the wa r also meant

European losses in Africa and Asia.

The colonial domains

in these continents b e gan to take on legal status as

3

l o c . cit.,

p. 23.
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states.

By the early fifties, these states had nearly

doubled in number on the world scene and had become the
center for "balance of power" politics.

Thus, it became

necessary for the ILO to take account of this factor.
This new development compelled the ILO to search for
ways to make its social program more inclusive.

One logi

cal response was the establishments of Regional Conferen
ces and the Field and Educational Centers to help these
new states with their developmental problems.

Also impor

tant was the attempt at a new kind of socialization de
signed to induce basic attitudinal change in those socie
ties,

Social progress was sought through the gradual

transformation of the individual and finally the entire
society.

In regard to the former, technical and voca

tional education has had top priority, whereas in regard
to the latter, the setting up of international labor stan
dards in the Afro-Asian member states has been emphasized.
This thesis will examine the impact of these many new
Afro-Asian nations on the procedures and decisions of the
International Labor Organization,

The hypothesis of the

thesis is that significant changes in the decision-making
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procedures and outputs of the ILO have accompanied the ex
pansion in its A f r o -Asian membership.

The hypothesis will

be tested through an analysis and evaluation of the opera
tions of the ILO in the 1960-1970 period.
As with many social institutions,
characterized b y rapid growth.

the ILO has been

When established in 1919»
k

the ILO included only four Asian states
Japan,

- China,

India,

and Thailand - and three African states - Liberia,

Ethiopia,

and the Union of South Africa.'’

Today,

Africa

and Asia account for well over 50 percent of the ILO m e m 
bership.

Chapter II will deal with the background,

creation,

and this early growth of the ILO,

the

Before World War II, the few Afro-Asian states of the
ILO had fought vig o r o u s l y for a greater voice in the or
ganization.

This fight usually centered around proposed

constitutional amendments through w h ich the Afro-Asians
hoped to increase both the membership and t h eir represen-

The ILO and A s i a . Geneva:
fice

(no date),

p. 11.

'’Africa and the I L O .
Office

International Labor Of

(no date),

Geneva:

International Labor

p. 20.
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tation on the Governing Body.

C hapter III will look at

these fights of the Afro-Asian states for greater r e pre
sentation on the Governing Body.
dious,

If this task becomes te

it is because the nature of the problem is in it

self tedious.
In Chapter IV,

I shall examine the impact of the

Afro-Asian states on the ILO as it has been manifested in
their desire for social development.

The different m e t h 

ods for achieving this will be analyzed.

These methods

have mainly involved the emphasis and the importance the
Afro-Asian states have placed on the establishment of the
ILO field offices and regional conferences in their states
as inducement mechanisms for social progress.
Asian states, moreover,
of the various

The Afro-

have regarded the primary purpose

ILO activities to be to enable and assist

the member states with the realization of this social progress.

In other words, the new emphasis taken by the ILO

^The ILO in a Changing W o r l d .

Report of the Director-

General to the ^2nd Session of the International Labor C o n 
ference,

1958*

Twelve Reports of the International Labor

Organization to the United Nations,
Labor Office,

Geneva:

International

p. 9»
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1.0
to make its programs more univ e r s a l as opposed to the for
m er European orientation will be my concern in that chap
ter.
Included will be an examination of how the ILO has
handled the vital issue of the South African government
policy of A p a r t h e i d , or separate but "unequal" develop
ment,

This will be my main concern in Chapter V.

The

significance of this issue is that it has put the ILO to a
hard test as an international m e c h a n i s m designed to save
the world from further catastrophe and to contribute to
international peace and security.

Analysis of the poli

tics and patterns of voting among the Afro-Asians on this
issue of importance to them will constitute one of the
primary measures of Afro-Asian influence.

For example,

when the South African issue was temporarily put aside in
the 1.964 ILO General Session, nea r l y half of the AfroAsian delegates abstained from voting on any issue until
the South African question had b e e n resolved.

Moreover,

the Afro-Asians have d r awn unp r e c e d e n t e d support from the
Latin American states on this issue.

Major decisions of

the ILO regarding South Africa w i l l be analyzed and eval
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uated with respect to the pressure the Afro-Asians have
exerted on the organization.

Also, interactions between

the ILO and the UN on the South African issue will be ex
plored .
Finally in Chapter VI, I will look at the feedback
of the ILO on the Afro-Asian states.

The question here

is what demand, if any, has the ILO made of its Afro-Asian
members, these states having made tremendous demands of
the organization?

Thus, I will primarily be investigating

whether there exists a symmetrical relationship betweeen
the Afro-Asian member states of the ILO on the one hand,
and the ILO on the other hand.
This thesis draws upon the readily available materi
als of the ILO Labor Office and the UN, and other related
publications in the field of International Relations.

The

Labor Office materials supply the data on the Regional Con
ferences, the Field and Educational Centers as well as on
the South African issues.

The United Nations materials

provide information on the interaction mechanisms through
which both the United Nations and the ILO have collabora
ted in attempting to resolve the South African issue.
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CHAPTER II
THE BACKGROUND, CREATION, AND EARLY GROWTH OF THE ILO

Background

As with any other phenomenon, it is difficult to
trace the exact origin ot the International Laobr Organi
zation or even the source of the idea for meliorating the
condition of manual and industrial workers.

Nevertheless,

there is sufficient evidence to suggest that the latter
came from a Scottish industrialist, Robert Owen, in the
latter part of the eighteenth century, with his establishment of New Lanark. ’ Owen built New Lanark as the living
quarters for his industrial workers,

Ironically, the idea

never went further than that, precisely for one reason:
most European statesmen and industrialists were imbued
with the prevailing philosophy of Social Darwinism and

■*'Norse, David, Origin and Evolution of the ILO,
thica, New York:
L-10.

I-

The W.F. Humphrey Press, Inc., 1969, PP.

See also Energy and Skills for Human Progress. Gen

eva, Switzerland:

International Labor Office, op, cit.,

P . 19,
12
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were more concerned with material accumulation and the
competitive aspect of capitalism than with the social
emancipation of industrial workers.

It was in this clim

ate of exploitation and human degradation that Karl Marx
made himself the spokesman of the oppressed.
At the beginning, Marx was against communism, that
social and utopian doctrine of material equality; but the
social ills of the French Revolution convinced him to take
sides with the French communist elements.

Upon his arri

val in Paris in IP50 to edit a newspaper, Marx saw the
major fault in the French Revolution as lying primarily in
the ideological orientation and lack of fulfillment of its
bourgeois promises.

2

That is, Marx saw that the French

bourgeoisie had put aside their revolutionary promises af
ter they had indoctrinated the so-called proletariat into
participation in the Revolution.

Consequently, he has

tened to analyze and to explain the political and social
phenomena of the bourgeoisie —

the capitalist class —

O

Wolfe, Bertram D., An Ideology in Power, New York:

Stein & Day, 1969, PP. 10-11.
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and simultaneously to find, a new class that would realize
the unfulfilled promises.
basic cause of misery.'

In his view, capitalism was the
This led Marx to direct his at

tention not only to the French proletariat but to the
world at large.

Thus, his exhortion in the Communist Mak

nlfesto, ‘'Working men of all countries, unite!”

Marx, however, was concerned primarily with the cap
italist states of Europe and one of his primary aims was
to analyze eighteenth and nineteenth century capitalist
society, which he viewed as the fundamental framework upon
which the body politic was built and maintained.

Another

aim was to create the atmosphere in which proletarian re
volution could take place.

To d.o this, Marx engaged in

extensive writings, particularly in 18**8-50, when he at
tempted to show how capitalism t\rould. meet its own destruc
tion when unity of the working class was achieved.

That

is, Marx expected the downfall of the bourgeoisie and the

■^loc. cit,,
h.

op. 73-80 .

Marx, Karl & Engels, Frederick, The Communist Mani

festo. Paul M , Sweezy & Leo Huberrnan, New York:

Monthly

Review Press, 196*1-, p. 62.
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victory of the p r o l e t a r i a t T h i s was the principal theme
of the Communist Manifesto, in which Marx viewed state
power as "merely a. selected committee which manages the
business of the bourgeoisie."^

In Political Economy, he

argued that "divic society", that is, the social ties
which bind individuals for the pursuit of self-gratifica7

tion and individualisin, 1 "was built upon social relations
in which men engage and modify their actions in pursuit of
q

their self-interests",1' These common self-interests also
modified their behavior.

In other words, society and man

kind. are products of each other through constant interac
tions for survival.

Moreover, a society attempts to con

dition an individual to fit its behavioral expectations.'
From this perspective, it was impossible, in Marx's view,

-H/olfe, Bertram D., loc, cit,, p. ?1.
^I-Took, Sidney, "Studies in the Intellectual Develop
ment of Marx," From Hegel to Marx, Ann Arbor:
Michigan Press, 1968, p. 22,

Univ. of

?loe. cit., p. 300.
^loc. cit., pp. 302-303.
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to expect a capitalist to behave differently from the b e 
havior of the capitalist class as a whole.

The applica

tion of this Hegelian philosophy of the state to capital
ism represents for Marx the highest philosophical synthe
sis from the standpoint of the materialist school.
This point of analysis becomes more complicated if
individual behavior is different from that of the group.
Marx was not concerned with the individual capitalist as
much as he was with the group.

It would be unfair to say

strictly that Marx hated capitalists;
pitalism,

rather he hated ca

which he viewed as concentrating power in the

hands of a few.

Some scholars, however,

have stipulated

that Marx's target of attack was primarily the capitalist
q

who monopolized I8th Century capitalism,In v i e w of Marx's interest in Western Europe,

it is

interesting that his thought had its greatest impact in
Russia.

In Tsarist Russia the general reaction of the

exploited to the one-sided capitalism practiced there

o
Cole,
Univ.

G.D.H.

of Mich.

The Meaning of M a r x i s m .

Press,

Ann Arbor;

1 9 & 9 » P»
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forced them into labor movements.

These movements reached

their highest stage in 191?, with the overthrow of' the
Tsarist Regime.

For years, even before the Russo-Japanese

War of 1905» there had been labor movements in Russia
aimed at the small capitalist class which maintained it
self in power and detached itself from the rest of the so
ciety,

This rudimentary form of capitalism, controlled

mainly by foreign interests, was based upon the exploita
tion of the proletariat.

As G.D.H, Cole saw it, nearly a

generalion later:
There was no polarization of classes

jln Western

Europe], but rather a growing difficulty in
marking off one class clearly from another —
a blurring of the lines of outstanding class
remained plain and distinct. That this did
not happen in Russia, where a small sector of
large-scale c.anitali st enterprise came into
being in a country otherwise primitive, and
remained a sector apart, largely under for
eign influence, was one great reason why
Marxist analysis appeared to apply much more
completely to the Russia of 191? than to the
more advanced capitalist countries.

10

Cole, G.D.H,, op. cit., p. 128
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The Tsarist government could not tolerate any mass organ
ization, including the labor movement, and consequently
drove them underground.

However, the Russo-Japanese War

of 190 3, in which Russia was defeated and lost her suzer
ainty over Manchuria, prepared the way once again for the
emergence of the Labor Movement in Russia,

That is to say

that the imperialist war and its collapse prepared the way
11

for the 191.? Russian Revolution. '‘
The Russian Revolution of 191?» however, did not grow
out of the misery of the proletariat as Marx had predicted;
rather, it was the strain that fighting a losing war im
posed on the rudimentary precapitalist leadership which
gave the working class the opportunity to seize power

i

o

and to carry on the revolution in accordance with their
13

interpretation of Marxism, '

Marx asserted in his treatise entitled Wage Labor and
Capital that capitalism is the remnant of medieval feudal-

^ ’loc, cit,, p. 16L.
^'~loc. cit,, pp, 120-121.
^ l o c . cit,, p, 1^0.
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ism and that it further grew out of the history of the
class struggle between competing groups and that the re
sult of this battle was the expansion and union of workers
1

L

to overthrow it.'

Since Marx had long regarded man as

the creator of his own history, he also believed that it
was man alone who would determine his own destiny.

How

ever, according to Marx, man cannot determine his own des
tiny as long as alienation is part and parcel of his exis
tence,

For this reason, socialism, as Marx viewed it, was

a condition for self-fulfillment, the prime factor to be
pursued by the workers.

Socialism, however, as Marx used

the term, is quite different from the contemporary view.
To him, the aim of socialism was not to concentrate the
economic powers of production and distribution in the
hands of the state.
himself:

Rather, the aim of socialism was man

that is, to create a form of production and. an

organisation of society in which man could overcome alien
ation from his daily activities and, thus, grasp the true

1 Is

Marx, Karl,

"A Critique of Political.Economy" pre

sented by Leo Trotsky.
phia, Pennsylvania:

Wage Labor and Capital, Philadel

David McKay Co., 1939, p. 18.
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meaning of the world.

As Paul Tillich puts it, "Marx

viewed socialism as a resistance movement against the desi<

struction of love in social reality."'^

The First World War precipitated the Tsar’s abdica
tion in 191?» and a provisional government was formed
which eventually was led by Alexander Kerensky.

Kerensky

in turn was overthrown by the Bolsheviks in November of
the same year.

Kerensky’s government failed because it

did not weigh the odds against it and attempted to conti
nue the war against Germany,

The Russian people were ex

hausted by the war, and when Lenin promised to bring about
its termination, there was ample support for the Bolshevik
takeover.

Since Lenin was a staunch supporter of Marxism,

he therefore set about, after the Bolshevik victory, to
implement Marx’s ideas.

As he put it:

"peace to the ar

my, land to the peasants, ownership of factories to the

1f

■'Fromm, F.ric, Marx’s Concept of Man.

With a trans

lation from Marx’s "Economic and Philosophical Manus
cripts" by T.B. Bottomore, New York:

Frederick Ungar Pub

lishing Co., 1066, p. 59.
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workers,Once

he got into power, however,

the exact opposite.

Lenin did

Had K e r e n s k y ’s government proved it

self popular and been able to improve the condition of the
working class,

Marxism as a utopian revolution might not

have succeeded.

Creation of the ILO

Statesmen,

fearing that such Marxist revolution might

spread and also hoping to get at one of the roots of war,
developed the idea of rendering social and economic e m a n 
cipation to workers through an international organization.
As the Covenant of the League of Nations proclaimed:
The high contracting parties will endeavor
to secure and maintain fair and humane con
ditions of labor for men, women and child
ren, both in their own countries and in all
countries to which their industrial and
commercial relations extend; and to that
end agree to establish as part of the or-

1^
' Harrison,

John B., et al, A Short History of W e s 

tern C i v i l i z a t i o n . N.Y.:

Julius Mifflin,

1956, p. 64-6.
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ganization of the League of Nations a nermanent bureau of labor.

]7

The International Labor Organization,

an interna

tional social mechanism for peace, was instituted by the
peace conference to strive to improve the conditions of
workers in the signatory nations.

It was one of the p r i n 

cipal beliefs of the peace conference that "true" inter
national peace could only be secured by the improvement of
the working conditions of labor.

Thus, the International

Labor Organization was born sui generis with the hope of
rectifying the former state of affairs and of instituting
constructive programs of action for social justice.
The structure of the ILO was divided into three
parts:

(1) the General Conference,

dy, and

(3) the Labor Office.

The function of each of

these component parts, however,
other.

(2) the Governing Bo

is intermingled with the

The Governing Body administers the work of the

General Conference and supervises the Labor Office.

17
' '

House,

Edward Mendell,

et. al.

Ana-

What Really Ha p 

pened At P a r i s , N.Y.J Charles Scribner & Sons,

1921, p.

319.
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logically speaking,

the Governing Body is like a p o l i c e 

man standing at the intersection, watching and controlling
the entire traffic flow.

We shall have more to say about

this shortly, but first let us v i e w briefly the General
Conference

(sometimes referrred to as the Annual C o n f e r 

ence) ,

The General Conference

The ILO General Conference meets annually and is com
posed of all the member states of the organization.
member state is required to send four delegates,

Each

two re

presenting the government and one each representing the
workers and employers.

In addition,

several deputy delegates.
the official delegates,

some states also send

These are there only to assist

and they are not allowed to speak

without permission or to vote.
states attending the Conference,

Thus,

if there are fifty

it is possible to have

w ell over 200 or more delegates present.
The ILO General Conference has been described as the
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"supreme b o d y " o f the organization and its purpose is to
discuss things of ultimate concern to the organization as
a whole.

In addition, it elects the members of the Gov

erning Body and adopts the budget of the organization.
The General Conference also discusses such things as the
extent to which the member states have complied with the
adopted conventions and recommendations.

The Conference

also discusses the Director-General’s Report, usually at
the beginning of each session, and debates the items on
the agenda.

Finally, the Conference hears complaints from

member states and/or workers’ groups and passes judgement
on them.

Its decision is usually based on whether or not

the alleged complaint was in violation of an adopted con
vention.

Perhaps the greatest function of the ILO Confer

ence is to adopt conventions and pass resolutions,

A con

vention is an obligation which becomes binding on the mem
ber states who ratify it, and a resolution is an organiza
tional pledge to a particular action or program.

l R loc
i

. cit., p. otr
2.5 •
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The Governing Body

The Governing Body of the ILO is the center upon
which converge all the activities and responsibilities of
the organization.

That is to say that all the organiza

tional activities, w h e t h e r they are being carried out by
the various committees or not, fall under the supervision
of the Governing Body.
Body,

too,

The composition of the Governing

is structurally pluralistic.

Furthermore,

the

stated function of the Governing Body is to see that the
various Conference decisions,
recommendations,

adopted as resolutions and

are implemented in the mem b e r states.

Besides making major decisions in the form of propo
sals and recommendations to the General Conference,

the

Governing Body decides on the merit of the various draft
items to be placed on the Conference agenda.
means,

in fact,

What this

is that whether or not a state's proposal

is to be placed on the agenda depends largely on its in
fluence in the Governing Body.

Thus,

it appears logical

(as we shall see later in the next chapter)

that the main

reason the Afro-Asian states are putting u p a fight for
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greater representation on the Governing Body is that its
policies and decisions will,

sooner or later, affect them.

Such policies as the defense of the Trade U n i o n ’s rights
and the setting up and implementation of labor standards
without doubt affect all the member states, particularly
the Afro-Asian states.
The members and deputy members of the Governing Body,
except those that come from the states classified as those
of "chief industrial importance",

are elected every three

years by the ILO electoral college which is composed of
all the member states of the ILO.

Article 8

(7) of the

Charter of the ILO requires that the Governing Body elect
from its membership,

a chairman and two vice-chairmen,

one of whom represents the e m p l o y e r s ’ group and the other
workers'

group.

What this means in effect is that only

government representatives can become chairmen of the
Governing Body,

The workers*

and e m p l o y e r s ’ groups within

the electoral college also appoint,

in a limited number,

regular and deputy members to the Governing Body.

Thus,

in all, the Governing Body is composed of three groups:
(1) government representatives of the states classified as
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"chief industrial states", as well as those government re
presentatives elected by the general ILO electoral col
lege;

(2) those w o r k e r s ’ representatives elected by the

w o r k e r s ’ group; and

(3) the e m p l o y e r s ’ representatives e~

lected by the e m p l o y e r s ’ group within the electoral col
lege.
The Governing Body meets as often as it deems n e c e s 
sary, but usually three or four times a year.
in session,

When it is

Article 10 (2a) requires that their expenses

be borne by the ILO as a whole.

At the present,

erning Body is composed of ^8 members,
from the Afro-Asian states.

Finally,

the Gov

19 of whom are
the Governing Body

appoints the Chief Administrator of the organization,
known as the Director-General.
points three vice-presidents,
tri-partitism.

In addition,

based on the orga n i z a t i o n ’s

That is to say that one of the three vice-

presidents comes from among the workers,
ployers,

it also ap

one from the e m 

and one from the government delegates.

Thus, the

Governing Body is the most important branch within the ILO
structural framework.

It cam be argued that w h oever con

trols this branch controls the organization.

Its structu
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ral pluralism,

too, attests to the fact that the ILO is
ia

indeed an international agency,

utilizing those charac

teristic features for t h e socio-political emancipation of
its m e m b e r states.

The L a bor Office

The ILO Labor Office performs several functions, the
major one of which is the collection and publication of
information.

That is, the L a bor Office acts as the secre

tariat of the Organization in terms of the assimilation
and c ompilation of organizational knowledge and expertise.
This information and expert knowledge serves not only the
organization but the member states in planning their fu
ture social programs and actions.

To facilitate these

tasks, the ILO Labor Office has a handful of branch offi
ces in a few member states.

In 1963, there were three

such offices in the Afro-Asian states:
hi, and Tokyo;

in Cairo,

New Del

and in 1965, another br a n c h office was es-

39

'^Energy and Skills for Human Progress, op. cit,,

p. 26.
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tablished in Lagos,

Nigeria.

The task of these offices is

to inform the m o t h e r office of the complex social changes
now

occurring in these states and to provide them with the

information needed to handle these changes.

Thus,

the ILO

Labor Office acts as the center of knowledge within the
organization, w h ile the branch offices act as middle-men
between the Labor Office and the m e m b e r states of the ILO.
We described the major function of the ILO Conference
as that of adopting resolutions and maing recommendations
and that of the Governing Body as supervising the organi
zation's operations.

We also noted that these functions

sometimes overlap one another and that it is difficult to
say where one begins and ends.

For instance,

where does

the Conference get its information on certain social p r o 
blems to be dealt with in resolutions?

This information

comes from the L a b o r Office, whose funds are provided by
the Governing Body,

The latter body drafts information

into the various resolutions and places them on the C o n 
ference agenda.

These processes operate in a circle?

they can begin in one direction and end in the other,
vice-versa.

Thus,

we have a symmetrical relationship
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which attests to the cooperation among the ILO structures.
What other significance do these structures have?
begin with,

To

their significance lies in the provision for

an international organization to coordinate work on p e a c e 
ful social progress.

The process of international coo p e r

ation is complex, and a subdivision of the process is es
sential for the organization to achieve its purposes.
Moreover,

these structures or subdivisions prescribe the

processes and means by which the organization operates.
This is to say that these organizational structures work
within the formal and informal norms and values of the
organization and its processes.

Early Growth of the ILO

Let us turn n o w to see how these structures,

func

tions, and norms have grown up and been elaborated in the

ILO,

The early twenties saw the infant organization as a

happy institution.

Allied statesmen,

while cleaning up

the debris of war, were moved by great enthusiasm and
hoped to avoid future catastrophe by committing themselves
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to the formal aspects of the constitution of the organiza
tion,

The member states were so moved by such beautiful

phrases in the treaty as the "right of association" and
"adequate wages" for workers 20 that the organization lost
no time in setting to worlc.

The First Session of the In

ternational labor Conference was held on October 29, 1919?
in Washington, D.C,, where it attempted to tackle the pro
blem of an eight-hour work day and adopted several conven
tions and recommendations,

Thus, the early years of the

International Labor Organization were characterized by a
high degreee of enthusiasm in adopting conventions without
being aware of their implications,
It did not take the young organization long to rea
lize one of the fundamental problems in international or
ganization:

that it is one thing to formulate a body of

principles and total],y a different thing to implement
them.

Employers a.nd workers were, soon enough, in con

flict with each other.

In some cases, the employers got

support from their government in exploiting the workers,

20 .

.,
loo., c.it.,
p, _i
3d,
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Such was the case in France in 1921, when the French go v 
ernment challenged the authority of the International L a 
bor Organization and questioned its competence to deal
with a dispute arising from agricultural matters.
colonial governments,

21
'

The

too, complicated the p r oblem by

joining with the employers in exploiting the native labor
in their colonies,
les Treaty had,

even though Article ^-21 of the Versail

b y signature,

compelled the member states

to apply the ratified conventions to all of their terri
tories whether colonies or not.

However,

the colonial g o 

vernments paid only lip service to these conventions, and
subjected their colonial members

to forced labor.

Thus,

for the first time it was found that the tremendous output
of conventions b y the

International Labor Organization was

virtually meaningless.

Conventions are little unless they

are being implemented.

The ILO soon realized that it was

going faster t h a n its organizational resources permitted.
That is,

its outputs were growing faster than the govern

ments in the organization were willing to absorb, and it

2i

'Morse, Daivd, op. cit., p. 15.
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soon became the target of criticism.
With backlash from the colonial governments,

the In

ternational Labor Organization in 1.926 created a Committee
of Experts, whose primary purpose was to w e i g h c o ntrover
sial questions before the organization would act u p o n
them.

And in 1929,

after the committee had submitted its

report to the Organization regarding the forced labor is
sue, the ILO did not waste any time but immediately went
to work.

In dealing with the question, however,

the ILO

and the colonial governments differed on the very defini
tion of "forced labor".

APter several arguments,

"forced labor" took on a functional definition,
specifically to three types of forced work:

the term

referring

work d e 

signed for the general public: work for local public;
work for private purposes.

22

It was, however,

last that general consensus was reached.
vernments,

with the exception of France,

sory work, w i t h pay,

22

Goudal,

Jean,

only on the

The colonial g o 
regarded compul

in local and general public projects

"The Question of Forced Labor Before

the International Labor Conference."
R e v i e w , XI X

and

(May 1929), PP.

621-638,

International Labor
especially p.

6 2
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,

as beneficial to the colonies.

Prance regarded the issue

of whether or not to recruit native laborers in her colo
nies a special prerogative of her g o v e r n o r , T h u s , the
ILO at this time was actively engaged in trying to imple
ment the provision of the treaty in the broad sense, as
opposed to the restrictive sense of the charter.

The

charter of the ILO did not mention ’’forced labor” yet
some member states realized that forced labor was in ef
fect the direct violation of the aims of the organization
to render social justice.

However, the Conventions were

more workable in the developed nations than in the under
developed nations, possibly because of the fact that the
colonies were regarded as sources of labor.

With the

coming of the Great Depression, the status of the Inter
national Labor Organization as a mechanism for social pro
gress became doubtful.

The depression, which began in the

United States, soon had international repercussions as
workers in various developed countries became unemployed.
The questions of mounting unemployment were raised in

23ibid.
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the successive .Labor Conferences,

It may be said that the

position taken by the w o r k e r s ’ delegates was a philosophi
cal one.

That is,

depression,

in a period of scarcity,

such as the

the scarce available resources of the society

should be evenly distributed so as to give everyone an equal share.

They demanded the reduction of work hours in

order to increase employment and reduce unemployment.
Some governments supported the w o r k e r s ’ position,
others sided with the employers to oppose it.
19th session held in 1935»

while

At the

a convention was introduced to

reduce hours of work.

With the exception of four states—

New Zealand, U.S.S.R.,

Byelorussia and U k raine— who ra

tified the convention in the same year, no other member
state had ratified it up to 1968 . ^
What chance did labor have when it was being opposed
by both the employers and the government?
tempt to answer this question here,
n o w to quote Samuel Gompers,

We cannot at

but it will suffice

an American Labor Leader,

garding tri-partitism at the Paris Peace Conference:

2^Morse,

David,

op. cit.,

pp. 19-20,
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The composition of the International Labor
Conference was one of the points upon which
there was serious difference of opinion.
The provision in this regard is that for
each nation there shall be one delegate
selected by the recognized labor organiza
tion,

one by the most representative o r 

ganization of employers and two by the g o 
vernment ,

Gompers goes on to state a most interesting criticism of

this tri-partitism:

This makes it possible for a combination
of employer and government delegates to
out vote the labor delegates on any ques
tion,

a contingency which,

view, was improper,
defensible.

in the American

inadvisable,

and in

Obviously, under such c i r c u m 

stances it is only by courtesy that a c o n 
ference can be called a labor conference.

Gompers again accurately,

but cautiously,

prophesies the

likely consequences:

It may be that there will never be such
a combination,

but the fact remains even

n o w that such a combination is possible.

23
^House,

Edward Mend.ell, et, al.,

23
J

op. cit», p. 322.
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Gompers was absolutely right; such a combination did occur
in the interwar period.
The low outputs of the International Labor Organiza
tion in the 1930’s, due to the lack of implementation of
various conventions, made it difficult to determine what
direction it would take next in rendering social justice.
It was easy to formulate idealistic principles in the
Peace Treaty, but it was difficult to put these principles
to work.

The ILO statesmen for the first time were con

fronted with a simple axiom:

that idealism and realism

were incompatible as political instruments in interna
tional politics.

That is to say, that pragmation and uto

pianism are by their nature natural enemies of each other.
Consequently, the antagonisms between various groups in
the organization increased more and more, year after year.
Finally, the International Labor Organization found itself
further and further away from its dream of the emancipa
tion of workers and the establishment of international
peace.

The causes of the events which precipitated the

Second World War lay more in the inability and the inef
fectiveness of the League of Nations than the ILO.
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While

38

the function of the League was two-fold (to strive "to
achieve international peace and security" and "to promote
international cooperation" among the member nations), the
interpretation of these principles by its member states
were subjective rather than objective.

That is, some mem

ber states regarded the League as a political mechanism
through which they could achieve their own objectives.
As Plano and Riggs saw it:
France, for example, regarded the League’s
primary responsibility to be that of en
forcing the provisions of the peace trea
ties and of guarding against the resurgence
of German military power. Britain, in con
trast, viewed the League as an agency to
foster the peaceful settlement of disputes
and protect the vital interests of the
G- 4
26
Empire.

Subjective interpretations increased with Bonito Mus
solini’s attack on Ethiopa, a signatory member of the
League.

26

Ethiopa, when it was attacked, was left stranded

Plano, Jack C. and Riggs, Robert E., Forging World

Order. The Politics of International Organization, New
York: The McMillan Co., 1967 . P. 27.
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by European statesmen since "permitting Mussolini to seize
a piece of African territory seemed to the statesmen in
London and Paris a small price to pay for the containment
27
of German power."'’

From there on, the power of the

League dwindled year after- year, and finally it -round it
self unable to curb German militarism, despite the fact
that this curbing had become the main preoccupation of
European statesmen.
Although the League of Nations was dissolved, the In
ternational Labor Organization continued, even though for
the most part It was unable to meet its obligations and
was forced to become a fugitive in North America during
the Second World War,

However, in spite of all these

difficulties, the net long-term effect of the Second World
War on the International Labor Organization was the tre
mendous increase in its membership.

That is, after the

Second World War, the United Nations came into being, with
its ubiquitous principles of self-determination which led
to the emancipation of many colonial subjects, giving them

^ l o c , cit,, p. 31.
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legal status as states.

By i 960 , the num b e r of these

states had nearly doubled on the international scene, and
each demanded its place and equal voice in all interna
tional organizations,

including the International Labor

Organization.
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CHAPTER III
THE AFRO-ASIAN SEARCH FOR A LARGER
VOICE IN THE ILO

The tremendous influx of the Afro-Asian states into
membership in the ILO during the early nineteen sixties
presented several problems for the organization.
ample:

For ex

what roles should be given the new nations within

the framework of the ILO operation?

And. how effectively

would the organization serve the needs of the new members?
These were the questions the member states of the ILO be
gan to ask.

Yet, unanimity in asking the questions did

not imply unanimity in the answers, as the ILO soon came
to realize.

The questions posed regarding the new members

of the ILO could only be answered in terms of the structu
ral changes that had to take place within the organization
to accomodate the new members.

That is, these questions

were of an institutional nature, and as such, they could
be dealt with only in those terms.
The institutional issues associated with the influx
of new members follow an earlier trend:

the continuing

41
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deman d for constitutional amendments.

As early as 1922,

less than a decade after its creation,

the Afro-Asian me m 

bers of the ILO began to call for some changes in the con
stitution.

In 1922,

a constitutional amendment was intro

duced in the Conference to enlarge the Governing Body from
2

k

to 32 members, with the stipul a t i o n that "six of the

members of the government group of the Governing Body were
to be non-European states and that two E m p l o y e r s ’ repre
sentatives and two Wo r k e r s ’ representatives were to belong
1

to n o n - E u r o p e a n member s t a t e s ." '
The t e r m "non-European" was not defined and it caused
some controversy among the members.

Although it was ob

vious that it referred to those nations outside continen
tal Europe,

some members debated the utility of using the

labels "European" and "non-European".
gate,

Mr. Lall,

The Indian d e l e 

arguing against the under-representation

of the Afro-Asian states, maintained that it was undemo-

1

'Landelius, Torsten,
ments .

Workers.

Employers,

A comparative study of delegations and groups at

the International Labor Conference,
Ab.

and Govern

P.A.

1919-1964,

Stockholm

Norstedt I. Soner, p. 137*
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cratio for two-thirds of the world population to be repre
sented by only one-third of the members of the Governing
p

Body,''

He further proposed that the word "non-European"

be replaced by "Asiatic and. African."

However, the Cuban

delegates regarded the latter term ("Asiatic and African")
as just as bad as the former in dividing the world into
sections.

The delegate from New Zealand was even more

blunt in his remarks.

He accused the Indian delegate of

arguing in favor of a "special kind" of racial discrimi
nation without noticing that the term "non-European" was
not in fact coined by the non-Europeans, but by the Eu
ropeans .

If the terminology "Afro-Asian" had racial over

tones, so did the term "non-European".

Moreover, if the

terminology had racial implications, who was responsible:
the one who coined it, or the one who used it?
Several government delegates, including now even the
Cuban delegate, still argued for the substitution of the
term "Asiatic and African" for the term "non-European".
The amendment, however, was not adopted by the Conference,

^loc. cit,, p. 201.
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since the proponents lacked a majority.

As can be seen,

the significance of the attempt to expand the Governing
Body and guarantee seats for non-Europeans (or Asians and
Africans) was that it was an early attempt to decentralize
the institutional structure of the ILO and give a greater
voice to those outside continental Europe.
All of the proposed constitutional amendments have
been complicated by the difficult procedures involved.
The Peace Conference,
posed the rigorous

out of w h i c h the ILO was born, im

provisions by which the ILO could a-

mend its constitution.

According to Article 4-22 of the

Peac e C onferenc e :

Amendments to this part of the present treaty
(creating the ILO) which are adopted by the
Conference by a majority of two-thirds of the
votes cast by the delegates present shall
take effect when ratified by the states whose
representatives composed the council of the
League of Nations and by three-fourths of the
a

members.

3
U.S.
and A f t e r .
York:

Department of State,

The Treaty of Versailles

Annotations of the Text on the Treaty,

G l e n w o o d Press,

1968, p. 73-6, Article 422.
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This provision gave any member of the League Council the
power to veto any ILO amendment.

Hence,

the beginning of

the veto power in international organizations, which,
quarter of a century later,
curity Council,

a

found its way into the UN Se

although in a somewhat milder form,

Italy exercised this right by refusing for twelve
years to ratify the above amendment once it had been a p 
proved by the Conference.

It has been reported that the

main reason Italy refused ratification of the amendment
was a three-way polarization:
The complicated three dimensional antagonism
between the w o r k e r s ’ group,

the Italian g o v 

ernment and the non-E u r o p e a n members were
among the most difficult problems of the hard
im
pressed Director, Albert Thomas.
The circumstances of the early thirties had some impact on
I t a l y ’s decision to finally ratify the Amendment in 1932.
Among these circumstances were the deaths of Arthur Fo n 
taine, the French delegate and former chairman of the G o 
verning Body from 1919 until his death in 1931* and Albert
Thomas, another French delegate,

k

Landelius,

Torsten,

loc.

who was Director-General

cit., p. 290.
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of the ILO until his death in 1932.

Fontaine and Thomas

had both criticized the Italian government's stubborn po
sition openly in the ILO Conference.

In addition, the

South African Employers' delegate, hr. Gemmill, the spear
head of the non-European movement, bitterly criticized the
Italian government's position.

He also criticized the Di

rector-General' s activities as leading to a "damaging si
tuation" which had decreased the influence of non-European
members.

He called for an increase in the non-European
f'

members among the Labor Office Personnel,

Of L-20 per

sonnel in the Labor Office at that time, only 1R (or &%)
we re n on -Eu r opean s .
Other factors that might have had a greater impact on
Italy's decision were the decline in the group opposed to
the amendment and the ample support secured by the nonEuropean group.^

That is to say that each vote the oppo

sition lost became a gain for the non-European group.
Also, it is interesting to note here that the TLO Confer-

'loc. cit,, p. 290.
^loc. cit,, p. 289.
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ence adjourned for two years after the 1932 session and
did not resume sessions until 193^» when both the United
States and Soviet Union joined the ILO,

It seems probable

that Italy foresaw the coming memberships of these two
great powers and did not want to be further embarrassed;
therefore, it gave up the fight and voted for ratifica
tion of the amendment, increasing the Governing Body from
2.h to 32 members and giving 1^ seats to the non-European

group.

At the 19^1- session, they received two more seats,

making a total of sixteen seats.

The non-European group’s

greatest victory came at the 19^-5 session when they cap
tured four more seats, giving them a total of twenty of
the thirty-two seats on the Governing Body,''7 The inter
esting thing to note here is that the more pressure the
non-European members exerted on the organization, the more
seats they gained.
At the 1 9 ^ session, the Afro-Asian states pushed not
only for additional seats but for another constitutional
amendment to equalize some of the financial burdens of the

n

'loc, cit., p. 288,
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organization.

At this Conference, also, the attempt was

made to replace the term "non-European" xvith "Asiatic and
African".

This question was laid aside until the next

session, in 19^5*

However, in 19^5, the diminishing po

sition of the European group (the Europeans now had only
12 of the 32 seats) prompted the committee on constitu
tional amendment to recommend that the special require
ments (allocating 10 seats to the non-European group) be
altogether abrogated.
On the question of equalizing financial burdens, the
Afro-Asian states argued that because of differences in
the geographic proximity of the member states to the Con
ferences, travel costs would fall more heavily on some
member states than on others.

They viewed themselves as

those upon whom the larger part of the burden would fall.
For that reason, the Afro-Asians argued that their expen
ses for attending the Conferences should be borne by the
ILO as a whole.
The 19HA-A6 sessions of the ILO conference dealt in
part with the question of incomplete delegations from the
member states.

Voluminous speeches were given by the
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member states, particularly the Afro-Asian states; but the
essence of these speeches was the same:

all focused on

economic reasons as the major factor contributing to in
complete delegations or no delegation at all.

In studying

the trends in the distribution of the ILO Conference dele
gates from 1.919-196^, Torsten Landelius has reported that
the greatest absenteeism occurred among the Latin Ameri
can and Afro-Asian states during the war.

He concluded

that- geographical and economic factors were the major rea8

son s ,

The opponents stressed the constitutional provision
(Art, 18 (2a)), holding the member governments liable for
their delegates’ expenses.

This question was not resolved

and it has recurred year after year.

At almost every ses

sion, the question of travel expenses to the Conference
has been dealt with in one form or another.
In order to analyze the magnitude of absenteeism among the ILO member states, I have made a table to that
effect using Landelius’ classification scheme.

I have

Q

loc. cit,, pp. 16 -LL.
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also grouped the states u n der five categories,

ing the total n u m b e r of states,

each show

their absenteeism,

average and. the percentage in each category.
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and the

5l

TABLE I

A GEOGRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OP STATES ABSENT
IN C ERTAIN ILO SESSIONS 1922-19^3*

CATEGORY

Latin American

N O . OP

TOTAL

STATES

ABSENTEEISM

16

137

8.5

50.0

16

8.0

5.8

76

5.8

27.7

28

5.6

10.2

k-

17

^.2

6.2

^0

27^

PERCENT OP
AV.

ABSENTEEISM

States

Settler States

Afro-Asian

13

States

East European
States

Western European
States

99.9

♦Source based on a modified v e rsion of Table 3 in Workers.
Employers,

and G o v e r n m e n t s , op. cit.,

p. 25.

There is one

curious thing about L a n d e l i u s 1 table that requires comment
and that is U.S., U.S.S.R.,

United Kingdom,

and Japan are
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are not even mentioned.

Landelius did not explain the

reason for the absense of these states.

One logical ex

planation for this would be that all these four states
were either absent all the time or were not absent at all.
This however,

is not the case,

since both the United

States and the Soviet Union joined the ILO at the 18th
session in 193^» and therefore,

it is unlikely that they

could be accepted in absentia as full members.
gical explanation,

therefore,

The lo

is that with the exception

of the Soviet Un ion (which did not have active interest
in the ILO until its re-entry in 195*0 the absenteeism of
these three states was not outstanding enough to warrant
study.
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TABLE II

PERCENT OF AVERAGE ABSENTEEISM BY CATEGORY
AS SHOWN IN TABLE I

10
9

8
?

6

5j3

-

,5.. 6

5

Jt*2
3

2

1
0
LA

SS

AA

EE

WE

LA - Latin American States
SS - Settler States
AA - Afro-Asian States
EE - East European States
WE - Western European States
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5^

Among the states in the Latin American category, Haiti and
El Salvador led the group in absenteeism with 2h and. 16
respectively.

Next in this group were Paraguay and Hon

duras, with 1.L each.

In the Settler's States (Australia

and Mew Zealand), the bulk of absenteeism was born by New
Zealand, with lJ<- out of the total 1.6.

The New Zealand

government, however, claimed the reason behind its ab
senteeism was that the proposals that were before the Con
ference were already enacted into law in New Zealand, and
that it did not think it necessary to send delegates.^
Within the Afro-Asian states, Liberia, and Ethiopia led
the group with IS and 30 absences respectively, followed
by Eran with 9.

The Eastern Europeans were led by Albania

with 15, and the Western Europeans by Iceland and Luxem
bourg, with 11 and Ik respectively.

It can. also be seen

from this table that the closer the states are to the con
ference session the more often they tend to attend the
conferences.

This can particularly be said to be true in

the case of the Latin American and Afro-Asian states.

loc. cit,, p. 26.
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Since these states are f arther from Geneva,
he absent on many occasions.

However,

they tend to

some states that

are close r to Geneva also tend to be absent with some r e 
gularity.
States,

These states,

particularly the Eastern European

were absent mostly for financial reasons,

coupled

with diplomatic arm-twisting by the Soviet Union.

The

only exception to this analytical scheme is New Zealand,
which accounted for 87$ of the Settler States' absent ee
ism.
In 1953,

the Asian member states,

acting alone,

sought another constitutional amendment which the African
states generally supported.
product of two things:

The proposal was mainly the

the Asian Regional Conference of

1950 and the 1952 proposal of the Director-General.
In 1950, the Asian Regional Conference met in Ceylon
to discuss the possibilities

for increasing the Asian r e 

presentations in the ILO Governing Body due to the a d m i s 
sion of seven Asian states
1952,

into the organization.

with the admission of Germany and Japan,

tor-General,
States,

In

the Direc

perhaps with pressure from the Afro-Asian

proposed an amendment w hich would increase the
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Governing Body from 32 to ^(-0 seats,
following xtfays:

distributed in the

20 to represent governments (10 of which

would represent the chief industrial states),

with the re

maining 20 to be divided evenly between the E m p l o y e r s ’ and
Employees*
gates,
sal,

io
representatives.’

however,

The U.S. and British dele

objected to the Director-General*s propo

on the ground that it was not on the agenda of the

1952 Conference.
Therefore,

armed with these two recent developments,

the Asian states returned to the TLO Conference of 1953
to press for their amendment with renewed vigor.
veral debates,
increased
ning Body.

In s e 

the Afro-Asian states stressed the need for

representation of the Asian states in the Gover
Although the Governing Body was

32 to 9-0 in the following year,

increased from

n either the Asian nor the

African states gained any increased representation in the
Governing Body at this time

(1953), although an unopposed

proposal was introduced which increased the number of de-

]0
' Workers,

Employers,

and G o v e r n m e n t s ,l o c . cit., pp.

20^-205.
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puty members in the Asian Workers'

Group.The

ILO was

further agreeable to increase the deputy members in the
Asian government and E m p l o y e r s ’ groups.
what the As ian unions wanted.

But this was not

They wanted an increase in

the number of full representatives from the w o r k e r s ’ group
not the government or the e m p l o y e r s ’ group.
they were concerned,
were the same,

As far as

the governments and the employers

and therefore,

any increase in either was

seen as posing a threat to the Asian Trade Union Movement.
The reader might get the impression that at this m o 
ment,

the Afro-Asian states had split, each exerting its

particular demands on the ILO.
not split.

On the contrary,

they had

The Afro-Asian states realized very well that

there were similarities and dissimilarities among them,
and that regional demands simply offered various ways by
which they could bring pressure to bear on the ILO in or
der to achieve their joint aims.

Thus, the Afr o-A si an im

pact through I960 on the ILO could be said to have b e e n on
aiming at one thing through multi-dimensional techniques.

ibid.
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The Great Decade

The various Afro-Asian activities already discussed
gained momen tum in the 1960 *s when the majority of the
African States gained their independence.
activities in some parts of Africa-Algeria,

Despite bloody
Congo, and

Nigeria— the beginning of the 1960's was symbolic.
the legal sense,

In

it was the beginning of political freedom

and the dismantling of the colonial rule.
retary-General of the United Nations,

The former Sec

Mr. Dag Hamraarsk-

jold, while attending the Independence celebration of Cameroun,

was quoted as saying that "nineteen-sixty will be

truly a great year for the rebirth of Africa."
months later,

A few

Cameroun became a me mb e r of the United Na

tions and the ILO,
The

"great year" and the "rebirth" of the continent,

which the Secretary-General had envisioned,

became r eal i

ties as the African states, upon achieving independence,
began to take part in international organizations,
ding the ILO.
the ILO,

In I960 alone,

inclu

15 African states joined

followed by 13 others at various times in the
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60*s,

ILO.

At this time,

several Asian states also joined the

Thus, the importance of the Afro-Asian states b e 

came greater as their membership increased,

all exerting

combined pressure on the ILO.
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TABLE

M
M
M

60

AFRO-ASIAN STATES JOINING THE ILO 1960-1970

|
!

Al geria

Republic of Mali

Barbados

Malta

Boswana

Republic of Mauritania

Burundi

Nepal

Cameroun

Niger

Central African Republic

Nigeria

Chad

Rwanda

Congo

(Brazzaville)

Senegal

Congo

(Kinshasa)

Sierra Leone

Cyprus

Singapore

Dahomey

Somali

Gabon

Syria

Guyana

Tanzania

Ivory Coast

Togo

Kenya

Trinidad

Loas

Uganda

Lesotho

Upper Volta

Malagasy Republic

Yemen

Malawi

Zambia

&

Tabago
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The first exercise of this combined pressure came in
the I960 session,

when the Afro-Asian states proposed in

creasing the membership of the governing body from 40 to
48 members.
1934,

1944,

After achieving some dramatic victories in
1945» and 195^» why did the Afro-Asian states

advance more demands?
the ILO?

Was their main motive to control

It is difficult to answer the questions

of the

motivation of the Afro-Asian states for one reason:

the

demands and the intentions of the Afro-Asian states could,
to a great extent,
group.

be known only to the members of that

Theodore Geiger sees the main difficulty encoun

tered by the Westerners

in their attempt to explain the

intentions and motivations of the non-western society as
one of perception.

Geiger concluded that if the West

wanted to understand n o n - W e s t e m

society,

perceive them as they perceive themselves.

it would have to

1p

Therefore,

it appears at the moment that we cannot answer the que s
tions of "motivation-intent" of the Afro-Asian states in

j2
Geiger,

Theodore,

The Conflicted R e l at ion shi p.

West and the Transformation of Asia, Africa,
America.

New York:

McGraw-Hill,

and Latin

1967 .
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generating demand after demand for increased membership in
the

ILO Governing Body.

lean temporarily,

However,

but delicately,

it may suffice here to
on the psychological

theory of motivational gratification.
According to this theory,
to reap richer future rewards,
needs.

Moreover,

the individual,

in order

foregoes certain immediate

according to the theory,

d u a l ’s needs are fulfilled,
of needs.

13

when an indivi

he moves to the next hierarchy

Psychologists further remind us that an organ

ism in unfamiliar environment and under "certain" cir cum 
stances,

develops what is known as homeostasis in order to

maintain its livable balance.

Thus,

the Afro-Asian states

first had to abstain from making certain demands until in
the I 960 ’s, when their membership group had. been in
creased.
held,

Moreover,

to maintain the position they already

the Afro-Asian states had to make more or different

demands,

since,

as in any social organization,

in inter

national politics silence implies content or indifference.

13
’■'McClelland,
tive .

David C.,

et. al.

The Achievement Mo

New York:Appleton-Century-Crofts, 195,3.
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Perhaps,

this theoretical

certain circumstances,
states in the ILO.

juxtaposition can,

be said to apply to the Afro-Asian

Despite the increase in their re pre

sentation on the Governing Body,
were not satisfied.

under

the Afro-Asian states

Consequently,

with two other states,

nineteen of them,

along

communicated to the Director-Gen

eral in i 960 a request for an increase in the Governing
Body from 40 to 48 members,*

This was their third request

with respect to the increase in the Governing Body.
lier,

as noted,

1944,

1945,

Ear

they had made similar requests in 1922,

and in 1953.

These requests,

however, were

not as significant as the one under discussion,

due to the

fact that seventeen Afro-Asian states had joined the m e m 
bership of the ILO since the second constitutional amend-

*The Afro-Asian states made the request through a
letter addressed to the Director-General. The letter
was signed by the representatives of the following states:
Afghanistan, Brazil, Burma, Ceylon, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Greece, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Liberia, Libya, Porocco,
Pakistan, Philippines, Sudan, Thailand, Tunisia, UAR,
Vietnam, and Yugoslavia.
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merit, which had increased the Governing Body from 32 to
40 members and had given the Afro-Asian states no increase
in seats on the Governing Body,

The significance of the

I960 request lay in the fact that the Afro-Asian states
realized the preponderant influence of the great indus
trial powers in the Governing Body and they were no w try
ing to minimize this influence by requesting the DirectorGeneral to reduce the permanent seats from eight to two.
Thus,

for the first time the great powers were directly

attacked for their monopolization of the organization.
The letter of I960 from the Afro-Asian states,

re

questing an increase in the size of the Governing Body,
gave the Polish government representative an opportunity
the following year to introduce a draft resolution.
Polish resolution was entitled:

The

"Equitable Geographical

Distribution of Seats and Posts in the Organs of the In
ternational Labor Organization,"

This resolution was in

fact a direct support of the request of the Afro-Asian
states,

As the title of the Polish resolution suggests,

it requested the Director-General to apply "equitablegeographical" criteria in seating and in recruiting staff
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from the n e w states— the Afro-Asian as well as from the
socialist states.
In the debate on the resolution,

the Communist bloc,

in order to show the Afro-Asian states they wished them
well,

stressed the fact that the Afro-Arab Trade Unions

were not represented in the W o r k e r s ’ Group of the Govern3 ^1
ing Body, ‘

This resolution,

however,

died on the grounds

that the Afro-Asian proposal for the constitutional a m e nd
ment, which,

in effect,

the Polish resolution restated,

was on the agenda f o r the next Conference.
The Communist bloc, however, was not simply concerned
with increasing the Governing Body of the ILO.

They were

not certain as to w h e t h e r the increase in the Governing
Body would reflect the increase in membership of the AfroAsian and socialist states.
session (1961),
solution,

As a result,

in the following

the Polish delegate came back with his r e 

this time w i t h a different title:

"Proportional

Geographical Dis tribution of Seats and Posts in the C o m 
position of the Directorate,

1

k-

Workers,

Employers,

the Organs and the Secreta

e t c .. op. cit.,

p. 209,
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riat of the International Labor Organization."
The debate that followed on the Polish resolution was
perhaps the greatest debate to come before the ILO in the
i 9 6 0 1s.

The magnitude of the debate was due not only to

the number of delegates that took part in it, but even
more to the various arguments for and against the resolu
tion.

According to the Communist bloc,

the ILO had long

been dominated by the industrial powers, and now it was
time to abrogate that monolithic

3

outlook and give the or-

<

ganization u n i v e r s a l i s m . I n

other words, because of the

increased membership of the ILO, unilateralism must now
give way to polycentrism.
cited Article

k ,

Staff Regulation,

The Communist bloc, moreover,

Paragraph 2a of the Constitution of the
which they claimed required that staff

16

selection should be based on a geographical basis. '
Some delegates,

particularly the Western Europeans,

wondered what was to be the basis for the proportional
distribution which had become the cryptic touchstone of

^The
1

Record of Proceedings,

l o c . cit.,

^5th Session,

pp. 702-3.

p. 70^.
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the Communist position.

Would proportional distribution

be based on the government contributions on the budget,
on a continental basis?
or continental basis,

or

If it were based on a budgetary

they calimed,

be favored more than others.

certain states would

Moreover,

ing Afro-Asian states lacked training,

since the de vel op 
the Western E u r o 

pean members regarded the process of staff recruitment as
the special prerogative of the Director-General.

The Po

lish delegate fired back that this was exactly the reason
they would like them to be on the staff,

since the ILO

would provide them with the opportunity to learn and to
provide the ILO with valuable information about their problems,

j7

It has been reported that the Soviet Union,

upon

her re-entry into the ILO in 195^» had to make new
jg

friends. ‘

It appears that the targets of this n e w drive

for friends were the new Afro-Asian states since the
U.S.S.R.

started opposing measures that were not in the

17loc. cit., p. 707 .
18

.Landelius, Torsten,

ment s . op. cit.,

Workers.

Employers, and Go ve r n 

p. 206 .
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interest of these states or of the socialist states.
Soviet delegate,

The

Mr.. V.G. Shkunaev, at the ^5th Session of

the ILO Conference,

regarded the Western Europeans reason

ing as a political technique designed by the capitalist
states to suppress the Afro-Asian and socialist states.
For five years the International Labor Conference
has dealt with the right of Employers of the So
cialist countries to participate in the work of
the committees,

and even n o w the solution has

been solved only incompletely,
a simple solution indeed...

even though it is

In this century of

extra-ordinarily rapid changes the ILO is still
creeping along at a snail's pace.

Speaking indirectly of the Afro-Asian states,

he conti

nued :

Indeed,

how can one speak of the existence of

normal conditions - absolutely normal conditions in the ILO if countries that represent 12 per
cent of all s t a t e s ’ members of the ILO have less
than 6- per cent representation in the Governing
Body of the ILO;

if countries which contribute

more than 15 P©** cent to the budget of the ILO
39
are represented by less than 2 per cent?
Among the outstanding opponents of the Polish resolu-

^ The Record of Pr o c e e d i n g s , ^5th Session,

p. 709.
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tio n were the United States,
The Afro-Asian states,

Great Britain, and France.

on the other hand,

took no formal

position lest they an ta gonize the great powers,

even

though they agreed with the stipulation of the P o lis h r e 
solution.
The Conference finally sent the resolution to the Re
solution Committee,

wh i c h considered it but altered it.

The final resolution read:

"Full Participation of Member

States in the Work of the International Labor Org an i z a 
tion."

The significant and operative part of the r e s o 

lution reads:

"The C o n f e r e n c e ...(1) requests the D i r e c 

tor-General to recruit staffs in accordance with the
Con st itu ti on and Staff Regulations;

(2) commends the Go

verning Body on the proposal it has made to enlarge the
Governing Body."

This resolution,

debate and accusation,
tion.

after a long period of

was finally submitted for rat i f i c a 

The polish delegate and a few of his allies voted

against i t .20
Why did the Polish delegate,

after a long fight,

20loc. cit., p. 710 .
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vote

against the redrafted resolution?
this question,

In attempting to answer

one must look at the principles and the po

litics involved in the resolution.

Morgenthau reminds us

that prestige is one of the characteristic
ternati ona l politics.

21

'

features of in-

The Polish delegate,

to be sure,

h a d to re ta i n the dignity of his government by voting against the resolution when it was not in his g o v e r n m e n t ’s
interest.

One can say that his main interest was ce n

tered around the principle of "equitable geographical di s
tribution",
solution.

the principle which was blotted out of the re
Furthermore,

as Haas has pointed out,

the in

flux of the n e w states into the ILO had induced the Commu
nist states to regard the organizational machinery as a
political arena to further their anti- We ste rn ideology.
In doing this,

2

1

they had to support the n ew nations on

'Korgenthau,

Hans J . , Politics Among N a t i o n s .

gle for Power and Peace,
Knopf,

Third edition,

NeT*T York:

Strug

Alfred

i 960 , pp. 72-85.
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whatever issue,

-

hoping in turn to win their support.

For the Afr o- Asi an states,

71

22

their victory simply in

duced them to bring more pressure to bear on the ILO re
garding their interests.
Asian states'

Finally,

in 1963»

Afro-

proposal to increase the Governing Body from

40 to 48 was approved by the ILO without debate,

presuma

bly as a result of the previous and lengthy fight.
Afro-Asian victory,

however,

The

was of little meaning since

instead of the 20 seats they held before,

they had 19 in

the Governing Body as the result of this increase.
The increasing demands of the Afro-Asian states in
seeking reater representation on the Governing Body of
the ILO reveal an unmistakable fact of international poli
tics:

the struggle and/or the competition for power.

Yet, as competition for power among the nation-states in
creases,

there also t e nd to be certain members who oppose

vigorously to the redistribution of power relations among
the states or group of states.

22

Haas,

One example was Italy's

Ernest B . , Beyond the Nation S t a t e .

Func

tionalism and International Organization, Stanford,
fornia:

Stanford University Press,

1966,

Cali

pp. 170-171.
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refusal to allow the constitutional amendment increasing
the Governing Body from

Z

b

to 32 m e m b e r s .

Nevertheless,

the vigorous fight of the Afro-Asian states and the ad
dition of the U.S. and U.S.S.R.

as n e w members of the ILO

forced the Italian government to abandon her stand.
sequently,

C o n

the Afro-Asian states gained some important

position in the power locale of the ILO:

the Governing

Body.
After World War II, the resistance was less obvious,
although still reasonably effective in preventing a total
shift of power within the Governing Body.

However,

membership burgeoned during the 1960-70 period,

as

the Afro-

Asian states were finally able to obtain what they felt
to be a more equitable representation in the organs of the
ILO, particularly the Governing Body.
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CHAPTER IV
THE AFRO-ASIAN IMPACT

The ILO concern with Africa and Asia g r ew as its
Afro-Asian membership increased.

When established in

1

1919»

the ILO had only four Asian states '— China,

Japan,

India,

2
and T ah ila nd— and three African states — Liberia,

the Union of South Africa,

and Ethiopia.

Today, Africa

and Asia account for well over 50 percent of the ILO m e m 
bership.

Engineering Social Development

With the increase in its membership,

the ILO had to

reshape its program to take into account the new forces of
"rising expectations"

in the world.

The Director-General,

Mr. Morse, was aware of this phenomena as early as 1956.

1

‘The ILO and A s i a , Geneva:

fice

(no date),

2
Office

International Labor Of

p. 11.

Africa and the I L O . Geneva:

International Labor

(no date), p. 20.
73
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He outlined,

in his report,

three basic forces that were

shaping the world and the work of the ILO.
forces,

Among these

he cited the increasingly complex importance of

the people of Africa,
tional affairs

Asia,

and Latin A merica in interna

(including the ILO) and the world-wide ten

dency toward industrialization and urbanization,

and the

imperturable force and dynamism of the technological
breakthrough in the twentieth century.
With this prognostication of the impact of twentieth
century technology on the peoples of the underdeveloped
states,

the ILO b eg an to redirect its energy.

It engaged

in various activities to help the new states of Asia, A f 
rica,

and Latin America enjoy part of this technological

dynamism and enculturation.

To do this, however,

first had to scrutinize its budget,

and secondly,

the ILO
it had

to make priority judgements on the basis of which projects
would receive the greatest support.
gineering social development,

As mechanisms for en

the ILO established educa-

^ International Labor R e v i e w , LXXIV (October 1956),
pp. 32^-325.
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tional and regional centers in some of the new states in
order to come to grip with the fundamental problems block
ing their socio-economic development.

Why did the ILO en

gage in these activities?

Was it humanitarianism that mo

tivated the organization?

Answers to these questions lie

in the general purpose of the United
lized agencies.

Nations

(UN) specia

The general purpose of these agencies is

to assist the various member states of the UN in solving
their social and economic problems.

Thus,

purpose of the World Health Organization
cialized agency of the UN,
to member states,
pulation control.
lopment

the primary

(WHO), as a spe

is to give medical assistance

including information on health and po
The UN Conference on Trade and Deve

(UNCTAD) concerns itself wit h the economic deve

lopment of the member states by encouraging and facilita
ting trade be twe en them,

etc.

The ILO became a part of the UN general framework in
19^6 by a special agreement.

This agreement stipulated

that the ILO would "participate in the work of the UN
Administrative Committee on C oo rdination composed of the
Secretary-General and the administrative heads of the
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Specialized .Agencies."

Thus,

it appears logical that the

T L O ’s operations are supposed to he in line with those of
the UN in assisting the development of the new states,
particularly the Afro-Asian states.

This is one of the

main reasons why the T.LO has engaged, since i 960 in various
activities for the development of these states.
return to this subject shortly,

We shall

but first let us briefly

look at the concept of " dev elo p m e n t " t which has become an
important concept in the v oca bulary of t o d a y 1s social s ci
entists ,
The term "development” is difficult to define,
several reasons:

First,

term being defined?

for

from whose point of view is the

Second,

in what period,

tion to what particular mode of' life?

and in rela

These questions

create problems when we attempt to define "development".
In doing so, we either end up with etbnocentrism or with
•subjectivism or both,
Economists define "development" purely in economic

Iv
Kaul,

N,N,,

litan Book Co,,

India, and the T L O , New Delhi:

Ltd,,

Metropo

o. 33*
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terms.

For them,

"development" Implies in part an econo-

mis system in which the economic rate of growth is at
least ten percent of the annual increase in gross economic
activities.

This is the principal theme of W.W.

Rostow,

who regards this ten percent rate of growth as the
lopmental rate of economic growth.^

d ev e

Any state whose gross

economic activity fails to reach this demarcated economic
line, by Rostow*s analysis,

is considered underdeveloped.

To an i ndu st ral is t, on the other hand,

"development"

im

plies the existence of industrial sectors utilizing the
labor force of the state.

This vi ew regards the existence

and industrial utilization of human resources as the n e 
cessary pre-condition for development.
however,

The simple view,

holds that any state which lacks capital is u n 

derdeveloped.

What,

in effect,

these frameworks of d e v e 

lopmental anaJysis posit is both relative and absolute.
It is relative because it depends upon who uses the term
and in what time and space.

■^Rostow,

It is also absolute,

because

W.W., The Stages of Economic Growth.

Communist M a n i f e s t o , Cambridge!

University Press,

A Non-

1968 .
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it seems to posit that there is a particular society or
state which has reached the economic stage in which no
further progress is possible.

This, however, as we know,

is not the case: however, we cannot dwell very long on
this concept in analyzing the complex problems of the
Afro-Asian states.

Moreover, Theodore Geiger has warned

us that the term "development" is misleading as a. desig
nation for the complex social problems now taking place in
the new states of Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

With

out taking into consideration the underlying reasons for
these problems, he says:
It [development] diverts attention from the
much more meaningful ways of characterizing
and analyzing countries on the basis of their
common cultural, social and historical ele
ments, ,.all of which have major implicati ^rs
for the nature of their societies
To other social scientists, "development" connotes a
dynamic phenomenon which culminates in the emergence of
onuortu.niti.es— social and economic— for all members of the

6

Geiger, Theodore, The Gonflicted Relationship, op.
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society.

This is the view the writer adheres to in analy

zing the politics involved and the activities of the ILO
in helping the Afro-Asian states to catch up with the rest
of the world.
The ILO policies for the development of the AfroAsian states stems from the unique character of these
states.

Fifty years ago, these societies were predicated

on mutual social responsibilities and. communalism as mech
anisms of equitable distribution of wealth.

With the ad

vent of colonialism, the social life of these societies
took on new forms and concepts, emulating their colonial
masters.

Concepts such as individualism replaced those

of communalism and ethnicity and detached the encapsulated
native from his fellow native men.

This break from tradi

tion resulted in the fragmentation of society and contri
buted to social dislocation so that even with the achievment of independence these basic problems remained.
Among these problems are the inability to match the
rising expectations with material reality due to political
corruption and instability, the lack of education in spite
of the high value and prestige placed on it, and finally,
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the lack of economic and social planning and the technolo
gical know-how.

These problems became further complicated

because of the increasing school dropout rate of the
youngsters due to the frustration at being educated in the
wrong fields and to the inadequate amount of capital that
their states expended
tions,

for education.

as they existed in Nigeria,

have been reported.

7

In Nigeria,

The last two situa

Senegal,

and Tunisia,

the school dropout rates

in 1964 and 1966 were 52.5 and 58.0 percent respectively.
And in Senegal,
youths,

in 1966 , 38.5 percent of the educated

as compared with 11.0 percent of the illiterate,

were unemployed.

In Tunisia,

42,000 twenty-year-old youths,

on the other hand,

of the

only 13,000 were employed.

Albert Tevoedjre as late as 1969 , cautioned:
Africa is saddled with growing numbers of young
persons turned out by primary and secondary
schools who have none of the skills required
by industry and who therefore remain not only
unemployed but unemployable.

7
'Teveodjre,

Albert,

"A Strategy for Social Progress

in Asia and the ILO Contribution",
v i e w , Vol. XCI X

These young persons

International Labor Re

(January 1969 ), p. 70.
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potentially constitute a constructive force
for development:

hut, left in idleness,

they

could become a destructive force owing to
frustration end resentment against society,^
Some African leaders have realized the potential danger
which lies in this unemployed group,
to this situation has been varied.
concepts as "African socialism"

and their response
The emergence of such

in Kenya,

Uganda,

and Tan

zania is simply one of the means by which the leaders in
these states hope t,r> erase the problem of u n e m p l o y m e n t •
It is not being Implied here that these .leaders p r e 
fer socialism as such, but, rather an ideology with a oarticpiau reference to Africa,

in order to galvanize the

masses into a popular movement as defined by these lea
ders,

The ideology of African socialism,

as expounded

mostly by Kwame Nkru.mah, Presidents Jomo Kenyatta and J u 
lius Mvere,

presupposes that the African economic and so

cial needs must be based on communalism.
have not been based

Yet, these need,

on this "declared" nurpose since the

few enjoy the most of the benefits of the society,

8

l o c , cit.,

p,

67,
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Kore-

over, once am Ideology has exhausted its mobilizing force,
it can no longer serve its purpose— implicit or explicit—
without reinforcement or the development of new ideology.
Such an ideology as Pan-Africanism or African Unity has
not solved the social problems in the individual states,
and as a result,

the ideology of African socialism has

been invented to replace the former.

However,

this ideo-

logy has not fared well and the politics of the ILO acti
vities in Africa have been directed toward thwarting Co m
munism,

the target of which are the unemployed youths in.

these states.

The points we are making here are these:

First, that the only benefit of colonialism in Africa and
Asia was the consolidation of the various ethnic and tri
bal groups into states:
ments,

in doing so,

Second,

that the colonial govern

created social

problems not only by

cutting the political boundaries arbitrarily acrosss the
ethnic lines but by increasing the empathy and expecta
tions of their subjects;

and, thirdly, that these problems

became the post-independent problems with which the new
leaders of Africa and Asia had to grapple,

and finally,

that one of the ILO m ajor objectives has bee n to assist
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these states In solving these problems.
Immanuel Wallenstein has analyzed the African society
before the Europeans came and has refuted the claim that
colonialism brought civilization to Africa.,
Africa before the Europeans came:
neither anarchy nor barbarism,
and unchanging villages,

It was

nor unchanged

it was movement and

s p e l n d o r , conouests and inn ovations,
art.

He said:

trade, and.

It was above all wide variety and experi

mentation,

There is no single or simple stereo

type we can call "old Africa" against which we
can measure how far Africa, has evolved today,
if i,«? as true of Africa as of medieval Europe,
where Roman gens and Scottish clan,

Benedictine

Honk and Druid priest combined to form a varied
backdrot) against which the Reformation and the
Renalssance,

the Enlightenment and the Inudstrial

Revolution, all evolved into a. movement we have
o
come to call modern! ma.tion.'
The ineffectiveness of the new states, particularly
the Afro-Asian states,

to provide the mechanism for social

change has resulted in a further complication of these
problems by creating an atmosphere favoring mi lita.ry or
Communist opportunism.

^Wallenstein,
denendence.

That is, the lack of direction of

Immanuel,

Mew York:

Africa:

Vintage Books,

The Politics of In
19^1,

p» 2h.
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the post-independence states has manifested itself in m i 
litary supremacy or communist agitation in many parts.
The major cause of discontent within these societies has
been the lack of employment of the semi-educated.

Where

this kind of situation exists, it is possible for the se
mi-educated to eventually enlist the support of the m i l i 
tary, with the result that the intellectual elite will be
forced to react to the economic and u r g an problems of the
masses.

This situation has been reported as it existed

in Nigeria and Ghana before the military coups in these
j0
states. '

In Nigeria,

there existed a general economic

discontent among the civilians and the military.
Ghana,

Nkrumah was accused of bankrupting the national

treaury,

and to complicate the matter,

he frequently re

sorted to using the army for strike breaking.
words,

In

in the n e w states,

rives from the elite,

In other

the motivation for the coup d e 

and its success depends u p o n p o p u 

lar support and generalizing grievances.

^ 11Why Army Takeover."
(April J.970), pp.

Africa R e p o r t . Vol. X V

19-20.
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However, where these generalized, grievances exist,
and the military remains calm,

it is possible for the Com 

munist elements to infiltrate the masses and mobilize them
into insurgency or revolution.

Thus, the generalized

grievances against the regimes in the new states seem to
be the major factor creating an atmosphere favoring m i l i 
tary or Communist oppotunism.

The politics of ILO e n 

gagement in Asia and A frica are directed toward minimizing
these situations since many of the leaders in these states
have not bee n able to cope with the problems concomitant
with political i n d e p e n d e n c e .

The reason for this is that

some of the so-called democratic

leaders in these states

are engaged in the practices of political corruption,

ne

potism and the accumulation of public funds in Swiss banks
for self-aggrandizement.

Finer saw the political reality

in the new state as predisposing the military to in t e r 
vene :
...to say that a society is ready and able to
gover n itself is not the same thing as saying
that its people are ready to govern themselves.
It may simply mean that a few of its people
are

just as capable of governing the mass as

the administrators and agents of imperial
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power.

And in most instances,
11
what it does m e a n . ..

this is just

Part of the impact of the Afro-Asian states on the
ILO has been the tendency to involve the organization in
assisting them with th eir social problems.

These have

be

come the greatest post-independence problems to have c h a l 
lenged the leadership in the new states.

It appears that

the Af ro- As ian states do not know where to place the blame
for these problems anymore.
villian,

Colonialism has become a dead

at least in the pure political sense,

nomically,

it may still exist.

though eco

One important avenue left

open to the leadership for initiating social changes is
through an international agency which can utilize its available means and resources.

This is why the Afro-Asian

states have brought pressure to bear on the ILO to assist
them in redirecting these changes by peaceful means.
ever,

Ho w

the ILO response to this pressure has also resulted

in anti-communist rhetoric with the Afro-Asian leaders

11
‘ ‘Finer,

Samuel E.,

The Fan on Horseback.

of the Military in P o l i t i c s .
Prawger,

1962,

New York:

The Role

Frederick A.

p, 239*
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us ually going along whether they agree with this rhetoric
or not.

That is to say that although the leaders of A f 

rica and Asia have realized that the lack of directions or
solutions to t heir social problems constitute favorable
grounds for communist opportunism,
means a n t i - c o m m u n i s t s .

they are all by no

While the West regards these pr o

grams as antidote for communism,

the communist states have

also regarded t h em as havens for their p r o p a g a n d i s t s a c 
tivities.

Thus,

it appears that the Af ro-Asian states,

in

their attempt to reap some benefits of the organization,
are placed between two values diametrically opposed to one
another.

The Regional Conference

The politics of the ILO activities with respect to Africa and Asia has taken two dimensions.

On the one hand,

it involves the attempts of the Afro-Asian states to bring
pressure to bear on the ILO in order to reap some of the
benefits of the organization.

On the other hand,

it i n 

volves the attempts of the w est er n democratic states and
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the eastern communist states to win the friendship and
confidence of the n e w states.

That is, the East-West p o 

litics within the ILO has been centered around the uncom
mitted "souls".

This struggle has at times resulted in

bitter criticism of each other.
As early as the mid-fifties, wh en the ILO Conference
considered the problem of forced labor,

the Soviet dele

gate was quick to refer to the Taft-Hartley Act as the
"slave labor act".

His American counterpart,

of course,

denied it but actively indulged in the enumeration of the
various instances in which the government of the Soviet
i2
Un ion has perpetuated forced labor in her t e r r i t o r y . '
This seems to suggest that while the ILO was founded as
an international agency to facilitate international c o 
operation,

the ideological orientations of the East and

West have emerged as powerful forces affecting the organi
zation.

]2

The emergence of these forces has been helpful to

Lodge,

George C,,

Spearheads of Democracy.

Labor

in the Developing C o u n t r i e s .

Published for the Council on

Foreign Relations,

Harper and Row,

New York:

1962,

p. 22^.
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the Afro-Asian states as they have gone about seeking to
achieve their a i m of better social standards for their
people.
The Communist ideology is predicated up on attainment
of. Marxism-Leninism:

that is, on the furtherance of the

philosophy of Marx and Lenin.

Marx considered Communism

in terms of the proletariat, an d his philosophy was pri
marily monolithic.

Lenin,

on the other hand, concerned

himself w i t h the application of this philosophy
on the international scene.

(Marxism)

The target of these philoso

phies today is the unemployed youth of the world,
cularly those in the n e w states of Asia,

parti

Africa, and La

tin America— w here capitalism has been associated with
imperialism, where racial discrimination,
illiteracy,

mass poverty,

and political corruption of the native regime

have been as sociated with capitalism;

and,

finally, where

the glories of C ommunism and the evils of capitalism have
been appropriated to fit the Marxian prognostication of
the inevitability of class warfare and to equate this
class warfare w i t h the realities of life in the un de rde 
veloped states.

Perhaps,

the Vietnam War served them as
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a major example of the imperialists*

attempt to control

the destiny of the people in the developing states.
For the West, the Wilsonian democractic ideology "to
make the world safe for democracy" has dominated the p o 
litical thinking of the present century.

The western p o 

litical ideology reached its climax af ter the Second World
War w h e n colonialism met its deathbed in Asia and Africa.
The West,

in order to retain what were once the benefits

of the colonial masters and to hold "spheres of influence"
in the n e w states, has actively engaged in numerous a c t i 
vities to that end.
in various forms,
rica),

These activities,

such as foreign aid

the Alliance for Progress

(in South A m e 

the South East Asia Treaty Organization

(SEATO),

and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
ern Europe

in We st 

(the counterpart of the Warsaw Pact), are all

means designed to contain Communism,

if not to establish

spheres of interest in various parts of the world.
ever,

How

the possible ambiguity involved in these political

techniques, with particular reference to foreign aid, has
been indicated by Nelson:
In Ethiopia the United States has sought simul
taneously the right to operate an important mi-
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litary communication center,

to encourage m o d 

ernizing forces in a country where feudal au
thority is still strong,

and to clamp down on

the long smoldering border dispute with Soma
lia.

Military aid is a quid pro quo for the

communication center.
The above policy is not only ebsurd,
impossibily.

it is a logical

Let us briefly analyze it with the hope of

throwing some light on its absurdity.

What Miss Nelson is

saying here is that the United States government will have
to pay the Ethiopian government w i t h material that the
latter can use to defend her national security before the
former government can,

in turn,

protect the l a t t e r ’s n a 

tional security and simultaneously improve the country.
The conclusion to the above quotation is self-deductive.
Like all political foreign aid programs,

it is based on

the attempt to w i n partners in the cold war or to esta
blish spheres of influence.

That is, the political pur 

pose of the U.S. fo reign aid program is to answer the fol
lowing questions:

On whose side should the uncommitted

1q
"-'Nelson, Joan M,, Aid,
Cambridge:

Influence and Foreign P o l i c y .

Harvard University Press,

1967,

p. 29.
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states of Asia,

Africa,

and Latin America:

How can the

U.S. go about gaining the firendship and confidence of
these states?
thus,

If she does,

how cah she retain them and,

hold the balance of power on her side?

These are

some of the questions that a foreign aid program tries to
answer by attaching a string to freign aid programs in a
particular state
Thus,

(Ethiopia,

for example).

the aid becomes an instrument for the con t i n u 

ation of the cold war.
accepts the aid,

As soon as the recipietn state

it has in essence become a participant in

the cold war on the d o n o r ’s side.

How does this relate to

the ILO and the regional conference?

We are operating

here under the assumption that the United States and the
Soviet foreign policies follow their ideological lines and
moreover that these ideologies have become political norms
under which these countries operate on the international
scene to further their interests.
is to conduct p r o p a g a n d i s t s

One of these interests

activities as part of the g e 

neral fight for the uncommitted states of Africa and Asia,
and the ILO provides the ground for these activities.
Furthermore,

the Afro-Asian states are reaping the bene-
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fits of this fight,

since they get from the ILO what they

demand, particularly in the regional conferences,

simply

because the super powers do not and cannot object to these
demands.

Thus,

it appears obvkous that the Afro-Asian

states are truly be nefiting from the ILO, as we shall see
shortly in the discussion of the African and Asian Region
al Conferences.

I do not propose to deal with all the A f 

rican and Asian regional conferences.

I will concentrate

instead on only two of these:

The First African

namely,

Regional Conference and the Sixth Asian Regional Confer
ence.

This is not meant to imply in any way that the rest

of the conferences are not important enough to merit stu
dy.

My reason for selecting these two is that I regard

them as the most significant.

A social philosopher would

declare it to be a truism that a human society is made
possible only if it is predicated upon the ability to in
itiate and implement change in those areas of life where
changes and adaptations are vital for individual w e l l 
being.

As the name implies, the primary purpose of the

Regional Conference is to deal with the specific problems
of a particular geographic area.

That is to say that the
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ILO developmental program is designed to initiate and im
plement changes in those areas where changes and implemen
tations are preconditions for human socio-political d eve 
lopment .
At the beginning the p rimary concern of the ILO was
i
with the problems of industrial and urban w o r k e r s '

L\.

with

out taking into consideration the overall problems of the
various regions.

The organization was soon surrounded

with so many problems that it could not solve them all in
one regional conference.

Consequently,

regional offices

were created to deal with t hese special problems as it was
assumed by the member states that the problems affecting
the n e w states were multi-dimensional in nature and there
fore should be solved by g oing directly to them.

Thus,

the main reason for the establishment of the regional cen
ters alongside the regional conferences was to provide the
means whereby the various leaders could discuss with the
ILO problems of mutual concern.

One of these mutual

•

grounds was The First African Regional Conference held in

11f-

Lodge, George C.,

op. cit.,

pp. 219-222.
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Lagos,

Nigeria in December,

I960.

The First African Regional Conference was perhaps the
most significant for several reasons:
conference on the Af rican continent,

As the first such
it provided the op

portunity for workers to meet with their employers and
their governments to discuss problems of mutual concern.
Thirty-six representatives of African governments pa r t i c i 
pated.

Second,

the Conference attracted the attention of

the Soviet Union and the U.S.

Government.

President E i 

senhower of the United States and Premier Nikita Kh ru s h 
chev of the Soviet Union sent messages to the Conference.
And,
ence,

finally,

several speeches were given in the c o n f e r 

all attesting to the pressing needs of Africa.

The

need for social and economic development was seen as the
major concern the ILO should have in Africa.

This g e n 

eral opinion of the delegates was no surprise to the ILO,
as we saw earlier

(Chapter I).

Between the year of its

establishment and the outbreak of the Second World War,
the ILO was actively engaged in the formulation of con-

i
'-'The First African Regional Conference,
c

Internation

al Labor R e v i e w , op. cit., pp. 215-219*
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ventions and recommendations with particular reference to
Africa.

Now,

it was time to give practical effect to its

obligations by shifting the emphasis from conventions to
more concrete issues:

Ho w will the organization assist

n e w states in their developmental problems?
Various items were discussed in the Conference,
which were vocational and educational needs,
association,

among

freedom of

and the extent to which the African states

would protect the w o r k e r s ’ right to organize.

The Con fe r

ence was gradually leading into political issues, despite
the earlier request of the Director-General that the C o n 
ference should avoid such issues.
Nigeria,

Tafawa Balewa,

The Prime Minister of

made it plain in a speech to the

Director-General and the delegates of the Conference that
politics could not be dissociated from social problems.
He said:
I have noted with a good deal of sympathy the
request in the latest Report of the DirectorGeneral that this Conference should avoid
political issues.

But I must confess that my

sympathy is divided equally between the Direc
tor-General and those delegates who believe in
all honesty that labor problems are so closely
related to politics that it is unrealistic to
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to try to separate them.

The Prime Minister went on to refute an earlier statement
in the speech by his Labor P^inister that the "number of
conventions ratified by the African States" was sufficient
proof of the African s t a t e s 1 acceptance of the ILO stan
dards.

He continued:

For instance in this continent the principles
of the ILO regarding freedom of association and
freedom of choice of e m p l o y m e n t ...were being
1 fi

shamefully i g n o r e d . .. '

The Prime Minister was correct in saying that the ILO
principles were being neglected in many parts of Africa,
since several African governments were, and still are,

en

gaged in perpetuating forced labor in their respective
states.

It is also possible that the Prime Minister was

referring to the South A frican Government policy of Apar
theid , especially when he concluded his speech by pointing
out that "these matters are being taken up elsewhere by
the African states."

^ Q u o t e d in The First African Regional Conference,
International Labor R e v i e w , op. cit.,

p. 212.
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Thus, the importance of the First African Regional
Conference was that the African leaders had for the first
time brought their social and political problems to the
direct attention of an international agency.
tant,

too,

It is impor

in the sense that the Af rican governments at

this time indicated a willingness to allow the ILO to
share in making some political decisions on selected so
cial problems in their stages.
Next in significance to the Conference just discussed
was the Sixth Asian Regional Conference held in September,
1968 in Tokyo.

Unlike the First African Regional Confer

ence which made demands to the ILO in general terms, the
Sixth Asian Regional Conference^was more specific.
Asian states unanimously agreed,

The

and specifically pin

pointed the principal factors they regarded as contribu17

ting to the retarded growth of the As ian states.

’ (

Among

these factors were the inadequate development and u t il i
zation of resources,

the inadequacies of the various ILO

aid programs to Asia, and,

of course,

1 7 ILO Official Bulletin,
30-31.

Vol. LII

the problem of pop-

(March 1969 ), PP.
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ul at i o n explosion,
ties.

with all of its concomitant difficul

The Asian states further brought to the attention

of the ILO the fact that they were being hampered by the
current international arrangement which restricted trade
1R
in manufactured goods from the outside, ' in effect,
meaning that the Asian states had to manufacture their
own products or go without them.

Without drawing the con

c lusion as to what this international arrangement would
do to their economy,

the As ian states singled out specific

areas in which the ILO should strive to assist.
The Conference,

in order to facilitate the ILO oper

ation in Asia, passed resolutions which urged the Asian
states to:

(1) adopt population policies consistent with

national conditions and the Asian Manpower Plan;

(2) con

sider providing adequate information relating to health
and family planning;

and

(3) enlist the cooperation of

employers and workers in the preparation and execution of
these activities.

The Conference further requested that

the Governing Body of the ILO authorize the Director-

1 8 Ibid., pp.

32-35.
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General to assist the A s ian states In the fields of ILO
competence and in c ooperation with the U N specialized a19
gencies.
Thus,

the significance of the Sixth Asian Regional

Conference is that the A s i a n states made specific demands
of the ILO in the exact areas in which they though the
organ iza ti on was fit to assist them.
positive reaction of the ILO,

To make sure of the

the Asian delegates

(unlike

the A f r i c a n delegates in the conference discussed earlier)
avoided all political questions and emphasized the human
aspect of their problems.
The significance of the two conferences is that the
n e w states finally realized that they could make use of
the

ILO in solving their social problems.

That is, they

realized that social problems of their states could best
be solved b y the concerted energy of an international bodydesigned for that purpose and,

moreover,

that if the

states which experienced these problems cooperated with
each other,

they could exert powerful influence in putting

^ l o c . cit., pp. 71- 72 .
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the international agencies to an acid test.

The interest

ing thing to note here is that, unlike the issues concern
ing constitutional amendments or equalizing the financial
burden of the member states of the ILO, the super powers
did not raise any objection to the Afro-Asian s t a t e s ’ de
mands.
greed,

Instead,

they cooperated w i t h them and everyone a-

at the conclusion of these conferences,

that the

conferences were indeed successful.

The Field Offices

The creation of the ILO Field Offices in Asia and
Africa goes back to 19^9 and 1950,

respectively.

One of

the main reasons for th eir creation was the threat posed
by, and the success of, Communism in mainland China.

An

other reason was to help coordinate the various programs
of the ILO.

After the Communist victory of 19^8,

the ILO,

in order to curtail further Communist vi ctory in the rest
of Asia (and Africa),
end,

established field offices to that

first in Asia and later in Africa.
What conditions,

contributing to the success of Corn-
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munism in Asia prompted the ILO to guard against it byestablishing several field offices, not only in that con
tinent but in Africa as well?

This is a very significant

question, and we should not be disappointed when we can
not fully answer it here,
this study.

However,

as it is beyond the scope of

let it suffice here to briefly sum-

marize the findings of C.P.

Fitzgerald,

that before the 19^8 Communist victory,

20

who points out

Chinese society

was predicated u pon the philosophy of feudalism
posed to agrarianism),
ism,

(as op

the doctrines of Confucianism,

and the Universal Empire.

Tao

The doctrine of the Un i

versal Empire denied the existence of an outside world
superior to that of China.

The philosophy of Confucius

emphasized submission and obedience to leadership as vi r
tues emanating from the mandate of Heaven,

or the belief

that God rules the univers e through his appointed men.
Taoism,

on the other hand,

repudiated Confucianism and

emphasized revolution as the necessary precondition for

20

Fitzgerald,

New York:

Praeger,

C.P.,

The Birth of Communist C h i n a ,

1966.
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the attainment of a good life under unjust leadership.
These social doctrines created social dislocations,

thus,

giving Communism an opportunity to build on the doctrine
of the Universal Empire,
Confucianism and Taoism.

and Marxism on the doctrines of
Fr.

Fitzgerald concludes by

pointing out that the "coalition of peasant and scholar"
was the major factor for the "triumph of the Chinese Com-

p1
munism."''*

Thus,

it can be agreed that the success of

Co mmunism in China was due more to the fabric of Chinese
society than to the dogmatic appeal of Communism.
these reasons,

For

it appears that the ILO was compelled to

establish field offices not only as the supervisory mecha
nisms for its programs and activities in the new states
but as means of reducing social polarization in order to
prevent another Communist China.
It appears that while the primary function of these
offices was to help to reduce the disparities between the
developed states and the underdeveloped states by provid
ing information and assistance in establishing the ILO

21loc. cit., p. 27^.
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Manpower Programs,

the field offices were also to act as

agents against Communist infiltration in the ne w states.
Whether these offices have b e en successful in this politi
cal role is not our concern here.

Our concern is to trace

the activities of these offices and to show how they have
been more the product of the g eneral Afro-Asian impact on
the ILO.
The ILO field offices assist the organization in se
veral ways toward social development.

One of these is by

thwarting the potential targets of Communism.

That

is to

say that a particular region not only helps to coordinate
the ILO technical assistance in a particular region,

but

also supervises the work of experts and informs them on
the applicability and inapplicability of the adopted
commendations .

Moreover,

re

these activities are directed

toward economic development,

w hich in turn,

if successful,

leads to the erradication of the constant problems of u n 
employment.
or

This,

in effect,

means the minimization and/

eradication of Communism,

since the Marxist influence

is greater among the unemployed than among the employed.
This point is self-deductive if one looks,

in retrospect,
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at the past five or six years in the United States.
chants as "Burn, Baby,

Such

Burn" and the present Black Panther

policy based on Marxist-revolutionary ideology are indica
tions of how socio-political phenomena can force the e s 
tranged masses
George C.

into various activities.
Lodge has analyzed the purpose and activi

ties of the ILO in the past several years and has co ncl ud 
ed that the "ILO is indeed an anti-Communist organization."

2?

Nevertheless,

U.S. which,

there is an organization in the

at one point,

Socialist organization.
tion of Manufacturers

22

regarded the ILO as a CommunistThis is the National As so c i a 

(NAN), which requested not to be re

presented in the ILO and refused to attend the J.96I ses 
sion.

NAM further sought in vain the withdrawal of the

United States government from that organization.
The ILO has accurately described the work of its
field offices in the Asian states.
things,

It says,

among other

that:

22Lodge, George C,, op. cit., p. 212-216.
23loc. cit., p. 217.
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...the field office remains in close contact
with the local, national,

and international

institutions in the region;

it advises gove rn

ments on the types of assistance that would
be most useful for them;
tion on political,

it gathers informa

economic,

and social e-

vents which might have an influence on the
technical cooperative program;

and it seeks

to inform public opinion in the
2
countries about this program.

jAsian]

h.

In order to disseminate ILO information to the local p e o 
ple, national correspondents are attached to the ILO field
offices.

The job of these people is to make ILO activi

ties known to the local people by publishing this infor
mation in the local dialects.

In 1962,

in order to in

crease and facilitate the social and economic commitment
to the less developed states of Asia,

Africa, and Latin

America, UN-ILO Liaison Offices were created.

At present,

there are four such offices in Asia, and three in Africa.
In addition,
sion,

there are offices of the U N Economic Commis

one each in Africa and Asia.

These are two examples

of interaction between the U N and the ILO.
In addition to the various activities of the ILO

24

ILO and A s i a , op. cit,, p.

16.
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field offices mentioned above, the ILO has also, through
these offices,

assisted the Afro-Asian states in other

ways toward social development.
are:

Prominent among these

(1) the development of cooperatives;

(2) the e stab

lishment of the Institute for Labor Studies,
phasis on the bargaining process; and
development of trade unions.

with its em

(3) the growth and

I have placed all these

latter activities un der the heading "The Process of Socia
lization" w h ich is the next task.
in mind, however,

The reader should keep

that we are describing and analyzing

only the major activities of the ILO in Afr ica and Asia.

The Process of Socialization

The different attempts of the ILO to establish e du
cational and training centers in the Afro-Asian states
are, as noted above,
tion.

included in the process of socializa

My reason for saying this is primarily based on the

usual definitions of the term "socialization".

Socializa
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tion has been defined as a "process of e n c u l t u r a r i o n " ,^
or the "general process of learning"
in different dimensions.
ther economic,

27
'

educational,

26

which takes place

Thus^ any human activity, w h e 
political,

or social,

which is

designed to induce attitudinal change in behavior or c o n 
tribute to social progress can,

to a great extent,

be re

ferred to as a process of socialization.
The greater part of the ILO socialization process for
the Afro-Asian states lies in the field of education.

The

reason for this is that the ILO is interested in educating
workers of these states to become active participant in
matters affecting them.

.And it declares that "in order to

foster economic advancement and social progress every ef
fort must be made to ensure financial and technical assis-

^Ogburn,
Boston:
26

William F. & N i m k o f f , Meyer F . , S o c i o l o g y .

Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Bernard,

Jessie

&

19^0,

Thompson,

p. 131.
Lida,

Sociology.

Nur

ses and Their Patients in a Modern S o c i e t y . 7th e d . t St.
Louis:

V.C. Nos by Co.,

27
ples.

Cuber,

1966,

pp. 28-29.

John F . , Sociology.

3rd e d .. New York:

A Synopsis of Princi

Appleton- C e n t u r y - C r o f t s , 1955»

pp. 185-186.
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t a n c e 1 for the less developed states.

This effort to en

sure "financial" and "technical" assistance has taken the
form of re-education for the workers of the Afro-Asian
states.

I say "re-education" because the so-called educa

tional process with which these states formerly indulged
their citizens was irrelevant to their social needs,

since

it emphasized mainly the western philosophical specula
tions of knowledge predicated upon C a rtesian metaphysics
and Aristotlian logic.

Kwame Nkrumah, writing on the ir

relevance of African education under colonialism,

has

pointed out that such irrelevancy was a politically cal
culated technique of the colonial masters to prepare the
young Africans for the colonial system.

28

Moreover,

the

educational systems in the African and A s i a n states were
structured to glorify states and their leadership as well
as the colonial system rather than to increase the empathy
of the individual to the outside world.

Such Western

pQ

Nkrumah,

Kwame,

Consclencism.

Philosophy and Ideo

logy for Decolonization and Development w i t h Particular
Reference to the Af r i c a n R e v o l u t i o n .
Review Press,

1970, pp.

New York:

Monthly

1-^.
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slogans of Social Darwinism as "a man is poor because he
does nothing" and the more recent political slogan,

"Do

not ask what your country can do for you, ask what you can
do for your country" are used invariably,
knowing their meaning,

and without

by the leaders of the new states

to indoctrinate the masses and co-opt the educational sys
tem to their motives.
In other words,

African and A s ian educational systems

were not structured to conform to the needs of these soci
eties in terms of economic and social advancement.
result,

As a

today, when as African or Asian speaks of freedom,

he does not

mean individual freedom but freedom from f o 

reign oppression or domination.

Yet,

any fight for f r e e 

dom today in these states lies not in colonial suppression
but in overthrowing the present leadership in many of
these states.
cal thought.

This is the ambiguity in Afro-Asian pol i t i 
Today,

the real suppressor of freedom in

these societies is not colonialism but Africanism or Asianism.

That is to say that the d e stroyer of African or

Asian freedom is not the villain,

"colonialism",

but the

A fric a n and Asian leaders who regard their respective
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governments as a family institution and regard laws as
mechanisms by which these institutions and their norms
are protected.
Thus,

the educational systems in the Afro-Asian

states seem to support these caricatures of political i n 
stitutions based on usurpation of privilege to govern,

and

they fail on closer analysis to be the instrument for so
cial progress.

Only proper education can be viewed as a

mechanism for social progress.
that the ILO,

29

It is for this reason

in conjunction with the other specialized

agencies of the UN, began to take the greater part of the
burden to redirect social changes in many parts of the
Afro-Asian states.

The reader should also keep in mind

that the ILO does not indulge in political matters as a
means to redirect these changes.

However, by introducing

an educational system that is conducive to social mobility
and economic and social advancement,

the political p r o b 

lems retarding social progress will,

sooner or later,

29

be

Energy and Skills for H u man Development, op. cit,,

p. 56.
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overcome.

Education not only makes a man conscious of

himself but makes him critical of the problems of his
society.
The problem of redirecting ILO
nel was recognized as early as 1958
ral in his report.

energy in this c h a n 
by the Director-Gene

He said:

Today the ILO must,

I feel, be prepared

for yet another d e p a r t u r e . ..It seems to
me that the formulation of standards on
the one hand and tran s m i s s i o n of tech
nique on the other,

do not cover all

the needs for international social ac
tion today.

They leave a gap; there

remains the need to be able to u n d e r 
stand and deal c o n s tructively with so
cial problems in concrete shape as they
arise in specific times and p l a c e ...It
is primarily a mat t e r of education, and
of education in the classical sense of
development of i n d i v i d u a l s latent capa
cities which will enable h i m to assume
social responsibilities and to help to
w o r k out his own ways the solutions to
the social problems of his c o m m u n i t y , ..
The ILO objectives can be achieved only
to the extent that national societies
are resilient and can respond creatively
to the problems w h i c h confront them.
We,

in the ILO, therefore, have the g r eat

est interest in promoting this resiliency,
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1.13
and the best wav we can get at the problem
Is through e d u c a t i o n .
Two years later,

{italics mine]

in Oct.

25,

1-960, the Director-

General reiterated the ILO position in a speech in London
in which he emphasized that education must be the core of
the ILO development program.

31
'

The ILO, however, has ex

plained its socialization process in the new states of
Africa and A s i a — with particular reference to A f r i c a — in
this way:
The African governments are turning more and
more to the ILO and to the other specialized
agencies

[of the UN)

their resources,

for help in assessing

in developing their i n sti

tutions ... skills of their peoples and in
formulating their overall economic and so32
cial problems.
The tendencies not only of the African states but of
the A s ian states as well to turn to the ILO for assistance
have also had great impact on social legislation in these

30
J

The 1.958 Report of the Director-General as quoted

in Energy and Skills for Human D evelopment, p. 2?.

•^'loc. cit., p. 7 It

32 loc. cit., p. 68.
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states.

That is, the conventions and recommendations of

the ILO soon b e g a n to influence the leaders of the AfroAsian states as the ILO formulated standards that had
direct bearing on them.

Futhermore,

the International

Labor Standards that were formulated by the ILO provided
the patterns for national legislation in many parts of
Asia.

The government of Pakistan declared,

in i 960 , that

its labor policy "shall be based on ILO conventions"
that had been ratified.
The Labor Minister of Nigeria,

Mr. J.M. Johnson,

ex

pressed his government's position on the ILO contribution
to social progress at the First African Regional C o n f e r 
ence in December,

i 960 .

He said.:

Practically all our labor legislation...even
that dating back as far as 30 years, has been
largely based u p o n the principles enunciated,
accepted and codified by the ILO.
However,

in the same speech,

the Labor Minister went on to

assume respectively the U topian and Wilsonian postulates
that when nations make covenants they will always h o nor
them, and that international covenants create internation
al morality.

He continued:
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1
The same

{jLO standard]

applies in varying

extent to most of the African countries
and territories represented here today.
This is evidenced by

the number of co n 

ventions ratified by

the member states in

Africa.^
This

[italics mine]

last sentence in the quotation is misleading.

African governments,
Labor Convention

even

Many

though they ratified the Forced

(No, 30)» continued to perpetuate forced

labor in their territories.

Thus,

this contradiction led

to the Nigerian Prime M i n i s t e r ’s reaction to politics and
(see page 96 )

forced labor in Africa.

The case of Pakistan, however,

is remarkable,

not

only when we look at the number of conventions it has ra
tified but when we consider the priority it has placed on
some of these conventions.

The government of Pakistan has

ratified a total of 28 conventions,
placed on the prior i t y list.

among w h i c h 1^4- are

Next to Pakistan is India,

having 27 and 13 respectively, with Japan trailing behind

38

Quoted in the First African Regional Conference of

the ILO in Lagos, Dec. i 960 .
op. cit., p. 222.

International Labor Review,
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with

2

and 6 . ^

k

Thus,

of all the Asian states,

it can be

said that Pakistan and India regard the ILO social s t a n 
dards as having ultim a t e importance to their social d e v e 
lopment.

We shall return to this subject in Chapter VI,

where we will deal with the ILO feedback on the Afro-Asian
states.

At the present,

various

we are mainly concerned with the

ILO socialization processes in the Afro-Asian

states.
The ILO has,

since i 960 , realized two facts about the

Afro-Asian development program:

first, that its primary

concern should not only be with the accumulation of le
gislative standards but also with creating the i n s t i t u 
tions needed to give these standards practical effect;
and,

secondly,

that the problems affecting the n e w states

are of different natures,
with in special ways.

and as such,

they must be dealt

These special ways led to the c r e 

ation of educational and vocational centers as part of
the general process of socialization.

What kind of e d uca

tion does the ILO ai m at for the development of these

3 k

International Labor R e v i e w , op. cit., p. 312.
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states?
The ILO education process

in the new states has been

mainly concerned with the han P o w e r Development Program as
a mechanism for social progress and as a means to thwart
Communist appeal,

Under the f/ianFox<rer Program,

the young

Afro-Asians are taught how to function effectively xvithin
their societies.

They are taught useful skills, b o t h m e 

chanical and technical.
skills,

When the young people learn these

they are ready to take employment in factories and

plants and to become active participants in the economic
and social development of their society,

The social m o 

bility of these younger people may serve in turn as an en
couragement to other young people.
activities,

Thus,

these mobilizing

predicated upon individual skills,

tend to

create ne w meritocracy and may help to abrogate the t r a 
ditional mobilization system based on kinship.
means,

in effect,

What this

is that the n e w mobilization system of

meritocracy becomes an instrumental value

(as opposed,

to a consummatory value) hin d e r i n g the progress of C o m 
munism on the one hand,

and bringing pressure to b e a r on

the leadership for equitable distribution of wealth on
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the other hand.

That is to say that the n e w skills within

these societies provide the means by w h ich societal wealth
can be distributed and enhance the atmosphere conducive to
social progress.

We are operating here purely under a

theoretical framework and at the same time avoiding the
question of the brain drain.

For example, what happens

when the individual in a particular society learns that he
can make more money for his skills elsewhere than he is
making now?
We cannot answer this question,
scope of this paper.

However,

as it is beyond the

it suffices here to point

out that the ILO probably thought of the problem of the
brain drain when it established institutes for labor study
in parts of these states where the Afro-Asian workers
learn the mechanics for the formation of trade u n ion and
the process of collective bargaining.

The formation of

unions also affects the cause of Communism,
strong trade unions exist,

since where

the individual worker is less

concerned with the Marxist utopianism of the "ownership
and the means of production" of workers than with his d e 
sire to reap some benefits of his labor.

Therefore,
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strong trade unions tend to become an anathema to commu
nist activities.
undermined.

Thus,

Moreover,

Communism is, to a great extent,
the formation of trade unions also

affects the traditional societies by exerting influence
on their regimes,
Pareto,

hence forcing a change in government,

commenting on the rise and fall of the Italian

elites w h e n industry was developed and trade unions formed
says:

"Where industry is highly developed the working

class is bound,

sooner or later,

to achieve great po-

wer.
The ILO socialization process for the Afro-Asian
states— though it takes many forms:
training,
dards.

education,

vocational

etc.— provides the means to implement its stan

The widening of these dimensions of the organiza

tion makes it a true mechanism for social progress.
education in the new states

As

is redirected to take account

of the pressing needs for self-actualization of the p e o 
ple,

the beginning of social progress is indeed underway.

■^Pareto,

Vilfredo,

The Rise and Fall of the E l i t e .

An Application of Theoretical S o c i o l o g y .
B edminster Press,

Tatowa,

N.J.:

1968, p. 7^*
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At present,

the ILO spends $20,000,000

$55,000 in 1959)

(as compared to

on technical training as part of the g e n 

eral process of socialization,

and this constitutes the

major part of the U N Development P r o g r a m , T h i s

is an

other example of the cooperation between the ILO and the
UN with respect to the social development of the d e v e l o p 
ing states.
In short,

the ILO socialization technique in the n e w

states is based on the assumption that the transformation
of individuals precedes the transformation of societies.
As individuals learn n e w useful skills,

their contribu

tions to the society becomes more tangible, which induces
a new behavioral synthesis among the people within the
society.

This synthesis provides the framework within

which peaceful mobility can take place.
in turn,

leads to social progress and erradication of v i o 

lent social change,

the agent of w h ich is Communism,

philosophy of Marxism-Leninism.

36

This mobility,

Jenks,

C.W.,

its

Thus, the Afro-Asian

Social Justice in the Law of Nations;

The ILO Impact A f t e r Fifty Y e a r s . Londons Oxford Univ.
Press,

1970, pp.

10-11.
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states are u tilizing the resources of the organization to
achieve this end and,

therefore,

the impact of the Afro-

Asian states on the ILO can be analyzed in terms of the
positions they have w o n and their influence on the orga
nization to respond to their needs.

Some of these p o s i 

tions and influences have been the various categories des
cribed:

the Regional Conferences,

the Socialization Process.

the Field Offices,

and

A n other impact is the position

the A f r o -Asian states induced the ILO to take with respect
to South Africa.

This subject will be taken up in the

next chapter.
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C HAPTER V
SOUTH AFRICA:

The

TH E POLICY OF A PARTHEID

past several years have seen the government of

South Africa put into effect

a series of measures aimed

at disenfranchising the b l a c k majority and ensuring socio
political control of the state b y the small white m i n o 
rity.

Prominent among these measures are the Bantu* Ed u 

cation Act,
Law Act.

the Bantu Self-Government Act, and the Pass

These enactments,

to a great extent,

have added

to the social hardships w h ich the blacks endure in South
Africa.
The
of South

Bantu Education Act cuts the educational system
Africa in two:

ther for whites.
J. Luthuli,

one

part for blacks,

and the o-

The Pass La w Act, which the late Albert

the former leader of South African blacks,

quoted as saying makes the South African blacks

was

"political

■-The term "Bantu" as used by the South A f r i c a n g o v 
ernment refers specifically to Africans of no mixed blood.
Mulattos and ’c o l o r e d ’ are not included in this t e r m i n o 
logy.

In this paper, unless otherwise noted by

’A c t ’, we

will us e the word ’b l a c k s ’ instead of Bantu.
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and social outcasts"

puts the blacks on reservations

which they cannot leave without permission to do so.
finally,

And

the Bantu Self-Government Act of 1959 abrogated

Parliamentary representation for black Africans and eu
phemistically provided for Bantu self-governing units.
Leslie Rubin views the creation of these units as based
on the following principles:

(1) the existing represen

tation was "the source of European fears of being swamped
by the Bantu in the political sphere";
mate needs and desires:

(2) the "legiti

of the African w o uld receive bet-

ter attention under the proposed system.

2

Thus, we find

in South Africa the existence of two separate states,

one

of which is subject to the other.
The South African g o v e r n m e n t ’s claim of being a de
mocracy is questionable,

not only because of the existence

^'Callan, Edward, Albert John Luthui and the South
African Race C o n f l i c t . Kalamazoo:
IAS,

W.M.U.

Institute of

1965, P. 26.

^Rubin,

Leslie,

Dehumanization."

"Apartheid 19^ 8 - 69 :

The Politics of

Chri s t i a n C e n t u r y . Vol. XXCVI

(Julyl6,

1969, pp. 9^7-950.
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of institutional conflicts,

but especially because of in

attention given to the peaceful solution to these c o n 
flicts,

This lack of attention simply complicates the

conflicts,

the solution to which depends on "genuine de

mocracy" for South Africa.

By "genuine democracy",

I mean

the search for peaceful resolutions of conflicts between
peoples within a state and the equal coexistence of social
and ethnic groups within a politico-territorial organiza
tion,

sometimes referred to as the nation-state.

No mat

ter what political liberties exist within a state,

they

must be consummated with social and economic liberties;
otherwise,

the claim of democracy is fictitious and it be

comes a matter of triviality.

The South African go v e r n 

m e n t ’s claim is self-defeating when we view the measures
designed to suppress blacks.

In this chapter,

briefly discuss these problems:

we will

i.e. South Africa's poli

cy of apartheid, and the attempts of the Afro-Asian states
of the ILO to bring pressure to bear on the organization
in respect to this policy.
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What Is Apartheid?

To a stoic philosopher,

the term "apartheid” is sy n 

onymous w i t h lack of feeling and absence of emotional in
volvement.

To him,

the world is structured in such a way

that " t r u e ” happiness and the gratification of needs can
only be achieved through the cultivation of these c o ndi
tions.

To the South African government,

apartheid is an

official policy based on the social "justice" and reason
ableness of separating the races, particularly to prevent
the blacks from contaminating the purity of the Afrika
n e r ’s race and its civilization.

It is, therefore,

a me

chanism for the separation of the races and a type of social discrimination based on race and supported by law.
To the b l a c k African,

3

apartheid is the instrument by which

South A f rican whites deprive the b l ack population of their
political and social liberties.

It is the instrument by

which the whites maintain themselves in power.

Apartheid

is a policy which denies social and racial equality.

■^loc , cit., p . 9^5*
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It
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is the belief of the South African government that a
black man, whatever his e ducation or wealth may be,
inferior to a white man because God made h i m so.

is

Cecil

Northcott has summarized the general effect of apartheid
on South African blacks in this way:
must go where they are sent,

"They

(the blacks)

stay where they are put.

They have no political or hu m a n rights,

and the debased

doctrine which controls their life and movement offers no
machinery of protest."^

Thus,

euphemism for black slavery,
power of the state,

apartheid is the political

which rests on the coercive

enforced and perpetuated b y law.

However defined or rationalized, apartheid is what
the former U.S. Ambassador to the UN, Arthur J. Goldberg,
described as "one of the greatest offenses against human
rights still existing in the w o r l d . T h e
which Mr. Goldberg referred

offenses to

continue to be the official

h,

Northcott,
C e n t u r y . Vol.

Cecil,

LXXV (Dec.

"Two Nations in One."
31,

1958),

^Speech of the U,S.Ambassador,

Christian .

p. 1503.

Arthur J. Goldberg,

at the U N General Assembly as quoted by Leslie Rubin,
partheid 19^8-69."

Chri s t i a n C e n t u r y , op. cit.,

"A-

p. 950.
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domestic policy of the South African government and have
caused much psychological pain and even many deaths.
ween 1911 and 1968, 2,323 persons have b e e n hanged.

Be t 
The

non-whites accounted for about 99 percent of this number
and more than half of these hangings occurred after World
£
War II.

A law professor in South Africa,

Barend Van

Niekerk, has described the execution this way:

"South

Africa is responsible for 90 percent of all judicial exe
cutions in the Western World" and he added,

n
believe in death as a mode of life,"'

"We simply

A n o t h e r law profes

sor in South Af r i c a has compared that state with the eigh
teenth century England:

"The environment in which the

scope of death penalty has been so greatly increased over
the past 12 years bears a marked resemblance to the envi
ronment in which a similar process occurred in England
O
toward the end of the 18th century."'

f

^"Hangman Keeps Busy in South Africa."
G a z e t t e . Kalamazoo,

Michigan,

Friday,

Jan.

The Kalamazoo
1, 1971# P* B 9 . .

7ibid.

8ibid.
., . ,
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The Policy of Apartheid

Apartheid as an official policy in South Africa is
a recent phenomenon.

The policy of apartheid did not

exist at the time of the establishment of the Union of
South Africa in 1909.

For two hundred years,

blacks and

whites lived together without color implications in p o l i 
tics or in ecclesiastical affairs.

In 1829,

a question

was raised in the Dutch Reformed Church as to w hether the
non-white members should celebrate communion with the
whites.

This question was answered u n animously in the

affirmative,

based on the C hristian principle of the "un-

o
shakable r u l e " 7of the equality of mankind before God.
Twenty-eight years later,

in 1857,

the church changed its

position on the "unshakable rule" and established a sepa
rate church for blacks,

in the belief that this would en

courage the founding of an indigenous church.
whites, however,

o
'Shepherd,
ches."
pp.

Blacks and

still continued to celebrate communion

R.H.W.,

"Apartheid in South African C h u r 

Christian C e n t u r y . Vol.

LXXVI

(Jan. 28,

1959),

103- 105 .
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1 .2 9

together,

and there were black and white ministers of

mixed congregations,

despite the recent claim of some

white South African writers that the process of apartheid
began three hundred years ago "with natural apartheid"
10
between the r a c e s . ’
In 1909>

the South African Imperial Parliament passed

the South African Act which established South Afr i c a as a
u nion of several states.

It also disfranchised the no n 

white population of South Af r i c a — especially the b l a c k s —
by the abrogation of parliamentary representation for
them.

In resistance to this act,

in 1912, the Africans

organized themselves as a political party,
tional Congress

the African Na

(ANC), under the leadership of the late

Albert J, Luthuli,

in order to denounce the p o litical and

social inequalities directed at them.

However,

this m o v e 

ment never gained momentum until after World War II, when,
in 19^8,

the Nationalist Party came to power and,

ing to Rubin,

"coined" the term "apartheid" as its offi-

3'°Rhoodie,
town:

Haum,

acc o r d 

N.J. and Venter,

H.J., A p a r t h e i d . C a p e 

1959» p. vii.
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cial policy.

That policy was "based on the Christian

principles of justice and reasonableness" to maintain and
protect the various racial groups in separate communi11
ties. ’ ■

Eleven years later,

in 1959* the Parliament

passed the Bantu Education Act,

referred to earlier as the

summation of its policy to actuate the separate develop
ment of the races.
The developments during these eleven years

(1948-

1959) created a consciousness among the S o u t h African ra
cial groups.

For the first time,

they b e g a n to consoli-

date their ethnic organizations into a massive alliance in
defiance of these laws.
name only,

The ANC, which existed mostly in

emerged as the most powerful organization.

order to mobilize support,

the ANC sought i n vain to join

with the South .African Indian Congress,
party,

another political

in the belief that the latter would provide them

with leadership t h rough its principles based on Gandhi]2
ism, ‘

However,

the extreme nationalism of the ANC was

13'Rubin, Leslie, l o c . cit., p. 9^7.
32

Callan,

Edward,

In

loc. cit., p. 28.
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incompatible with the goals of the South African Indian
Congress, amking it impossible for the two parties to
merge.

The ANC, therefore, shifted from the Indian Con

gress to the Congress of Democrats, a South African po
litical party with an extreme Communist orientation and
philosophy.

This time, the ANC was successful, partly

because there was no other political organ for them to
join, and partly because the radical members of Congress
of Democrats, mainly whites, were determined to use the
blacks to further their own ends.
Within the ANC, however, there developed ideological
conflicts between party members.

The ANC began to weaken,

as some members favored extreme African nationalis, while
others preferred moderation.

Consequently, the ANC split

into two groups, one headed by Robert Sobkuwe, the other
by Albert J. Luthuli.

The '’Africanists" or the Pan-Ameri

can Congress, as the Sobkuwe group were called preferred
alliance only with those political groups whose members
were black.

Luthuli headed the rest of the ANC members.

Dr, Callan has explained the Africanist nationlism in
this way:
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They

[the Africanists]

objected to the a l 

liance of Congress w i t h white liberals,

or

with Indian or Cape colored o r g a n i z a t i o n s .
T h e y criticized the Freedom Charter

[the

ANC platform] because its preamble declared
that Africa b e l o n g e d to all who lived there;
for they wish to exclude from political
rights all except the descendants of indii3
genous Africans.
Dr. Cal l a n also reports that the Africanists received m o r 
al support from some other A f rican leaders, notably Kwame
Nkrumah and Sekou Toure, w h ich in no way influenced the
1
ANC to alter its policy b a sed on political democracy. '

h.

Nevertheless,

the militant and extreme nation a l i s m of the

Africanists continued,
dent of i 960 .

resulting in the Sharpville i n c i 

This incident received international a t t e n

tion, both in the U N and in the ILO, thus,

creating em-

barassment for the South A frican government.
Cecil Northcott has pointed out the diplomatic embarassments experienced by the South A f rican government
with respect to her a p a r t h e i d policy.

■^loc.

cit., p.

1k
loc. cit.,

1c

Among those he

39 .

p. ^ 0 .
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cites,

the increasing world opinion against the government

of South Africa,
contacts

resulting in the loss of international

in travel,

sports, and professional association.

He quotes the South African Am b a s s a d o r to the Netherlands,
Colonel P.I. Hoogenhout,

as saying that the government of

South Af r i c a has few friends,

even among those with whom

it has diplomatic relations:

"Other countries maintain

that there is such a thing as h u m a n right, and that we are
passing, oppressive and unjust laws against people who have
no voice in our P a r l i a m e n t .

Yet, with all these injus

tices of the government of South Africa,
ders are,

at the present moment,

the African lea

considering establishing

diplomatic relations with that government as a means of
i7
opening dialogue.

This gesture creates problems when we

try to evaluate the forces hindering the cause of black
men in South Africa.

Is it the white doctrinaire Boer or

the b l a c k African leaders who are at fault?

j5
' Rubin,

Leslie,

17
" " S o u t h Africa:
Vol. LXXVI

op. cit., p. 1503.
Money Has No Color."

(November 30, 1970),

Newsweek.

p. L 7 .
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For the UN, however,

the Sharpville incident was not

surprise, however unfortunate.

The UN involvement in

South A f r i c a ’s racial issues began as late as 19^6, when
it considered the treatment of the non-white population in
18
that state. '

From 1953. to 1952,

it also considered the

social conflicts deriving from the apartheid policy unani
mously adopted by the National Church Congress of South
Africa in 1950.

In 195^» the U N General Assembly adopted

the finding of the commission which reported on racial
situation in South Africa and described apartheid as a
"threat to peaceful relations between the ethnic
groups."

1o

Yet,

none of these activities received wide

attention until i 960 , when the Sharpville incident oc
curred.
The Sharpville incident was the first great incident
regarding South Africa to come before an international

jO
Leiss, Amelia C.

(Ed.), Apartheid a n d the United

Nations.

Collective Measures on Analysis.

Carnegie,

1965, P^ 5.

New York:

See also p. 1.

39
’7Rhoodie, N.J. and Venter, H.J., A p a r t h e i d , loc.
cit.,

p. 2^.
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I
organization in the I 9 6 0 ’s.

The incident arose when the

South African police fired on some blacks who had gathered
to protest against the Pass Laws— laws restricting the
movement of blacks out of a designated area.

Eighty

blacks were killed,

and about two hundred more wounded.

In the UN Assembly,

various proposals were adopted as r e 

solutions,

including diplomatic or economic sanctions a-

gainst the government of South Africa.
resolutions,
ber states,

20

None of these

however, were put into effect,
particularly the Western states,

as most m e m 
did not w i s h

to damage their political or economic interests in that
state.

C o n s e q u e n t l y , they only paid lip service to these

resolutions and continued their usual affairs with the g o 
vernment and the economic elite of that state.

However,

the significance of the U N actions was that an interna
tional organization which represents almost the entire
world condemned the people and government of South Africa
for its apartheid policy.

20

Leiss,

Amelia

N a t i o n s , op. cit.,

Of this alone,

every South

(Ed.), Apartheid and the United

p. 10.
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African should be ashamed.
For the ILO, the Sharpville incident of i 960 required
more action than simply official condemnation of a govern- ,
ment policy.

It appeared that the ILO was aware of what

made the League of Nations wither away:
fective action,

the lack of ef

secret diplomacy between member states,

and subjective interpretation of the L e a g u e ’s responsibi
lity by its members.
pitfalls,

The ILO, determined to avoid these

chose three methods of attack.

The first of

these was a request by the ILO for the government of South
Africa to refrain from its policy of apartheid.

The second

was the condemnation of that government by the organiza
tion.

And the third was the Nigerian Resolution, which

called for expelling the government of South Africa from
the ILO.
The Nigerian Resolution was introduced in the 1961
session of the ILO conference, a n d was the strongest p r o 
posed with regard to the South African government policy
of Apartheid,

It is true that the ILO h a d long been aware

of the racial situation in South Africa through its re
views of the enacted laws of that state.

As early as the
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1926 Conference session,

the Indian Worker's delegate,

Mr. Lajpat R a i , criticized certain laws enacted in South
Africa

(presumably the 1909 Act), to which the South A f 

rican government delegate is quoted to have replied:

"we

have to have special regulations in that country to protect the European races."
tions against,

21

"

Yet, none of these accusa

or justification of, apartheid became as

great an issue before the ILO as the Nigerian Resolution.
The Nigerian Resolution asked for withdrawal of the
government of South Africa from the ILO, with the belief
that the presence of South Africa in the organization co n
stituted,
states

22

in essence,

an insult to the independent African

and the principles of the ILO.

tion was considered,

When the resolu

the South African delegate challenged

it by making a comparison b e tween the wages of black la
borers in South Africa and those of other African States,
pointing out that South African blacks earned more money

?1

‘Landelius,

2 2 l o c . cit.,

Torsten,

op. cit.,

p. *4-66,

p. ^83.
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than any other black me n in Africa,*
ches on the Nigerian resolution,

After several spee

some members thought that

it would not be possible to apply the resolution without
repercussions from the government of South Africa on the
black population in that state.

That is, if the g o v e r n 

ment of South Africa were expelled from the organization,
it would be a difficult thing for the ILO to bring pres
sure to bear on h e r with regard to the apartheid policy.
The Italian government delegate,

Ago, who had chaired v a 

rious committees bearing his name,

suggested having South

Africa stay within the organization,

with the understand

ing that she be compelled to respect the principles of
the organization and show cause for her violation of these

*This comparison was meaningless because the Union of
South Africa is the only industrial giant in Africa.
South Africa to have a case,

For

it would have had to compare

the wages of its b l ack men w i t h those in similarly d e v e 
loped states.

The claim is also meaningless because it

has been shown that the annual percapita income of South
African blacks in Transkei,
territory, was $36.00.

the so-called black governing

See also Rubin,

Leslie,

op. cit,,

pp. 9^8-9^9.
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principles.
gate,

23

Mr. Rossetti, the British government dele

put his views this way:

"Once one starts trying to

exclude countries whose policies are considered offensive,
where will one stop?"

2h

He pointed out that there might

be another South Africa tomorrow,
ILO would do.

and he wondered what the

Could the ILO ask that government to stay?

The French delegate regarded the issue of expelling the
government of South Africa as simply a means of releasing
her of he r obligation.

That is to say,

of South Africa were expelled,

if the government

the organization could not

expect her to live up to its principles.
Workers delegate was, perhaps,

The Canadian

the most diplomatic of all.

He suggested that the ILO use moral,

as opposed to legal,

force on South Africa to bring its policy in line with
that of the ILO.

He further suggested that the ILO should

say to the government of South Africa,

in so many words:

"We cannot expel you, but we feel uncomfortable when you
are in our midst, and we therefore a s k you to leave v o l u n 

^ l o c . cit,,

p. ^86.

oh,

* loc. cit.,

pp. ^86-^87.
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IkO
t a r i l y ."2 ^
Though the Nigerian Resolution received a majority
vote,

it was changed,

perhaps for diplomatic reasons,

direct withdrawal to condemnation of South Africa.

from

It

condemned the government of South Africa and further a d 
vised the Governing Body to advise that government to
withdraw from the ILO until it had changed its racial policy.

26

withdraw,

The government of South Africa,

however,

did not

but returned to the 1962 session the following

year.
In the 1962 session, things were different.

The g o 

vernment of South Africa sent a complete delegation.
Perhaps, what was more surprising was that one of these
delegates was a b l a c k man who claimed to be an African.
An African,

as defined by South African Law,

"is any per

son who in fact is or is generally accepted as a member of
any aboriginal race or tribe of Africa", whereas a ’c o 
lored*

person is defined as anyone "not a white person or

2 5ibid.
2 ^ l o c . cit.,

p. ^90.
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an African."

27

It seemed doubtful that the government

of South Africa would a l l o w an African to be a represen
tative of any recognized group in that state.
Mr. Deane, the black representative,

Therefore,

ust have been a

’c o l o r e d ’, not an African, according to South A f rican ra
cial terminology,

Mr. Deane, who was the W o r k e r s ’ d e l e 

gate, was believed to be the secretary of a local trade
union and the president of the South A f r i c a n Trade Union
Council

(S A T U C ),

He reported that the South African C o n 

gress of Trade Unions

(SACTU), w h ich had formerly d i s c r i 

minated against Africans, had amended Its rules to enable
Africans to join.

?R

In his speech,

Mr. Deane severely

criticized the government of South Af r i c a for its racial
policy but u r ged ILO members not to boycott the country.
In his view,

the boycott w o uld be ineffective,

as it would

not be enforced by all of the member states of the ILO and

^Rubin,

Leslie, Apartheid:

19^-8-69. op. cit.,

p. 9^9.
OO

Landelius, Torsten,
cit.,

W o r k e r s . E m p l o y e r s . e t c .. op.

p. ^91.
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would only undermine the chances of race relations and
jeopardize the b l a c k s ’ position in South Africa.
cated that his p r e sence was,
augury f or the f u t u r e ."
Nevertheless,

as he called it,

He indi

"a happy

29

the Ghanian and Nigerian government d e 

legates kept pushing for stronger action against the South
African g o v e r n m e n t , particularly in the 1963 and 1964 s e s
sions of the ILO General Conference.
the Afro-Asian states,

In these sessions,

with support fro m the Latin A m e r i 

can states, became more vigorous opponents of the g o v e r n 
ment of South Africa.
Shortly b e f o r e the 1963 Conference began,

the Afro-

Asian states acted as a watchdog over the organizational
activities.

When the Daily Bulletin,

e r s ’ names are published,

appeared,

in wh i c h the speak

the Af r o - A s i a n states

immediately b e g a n checking out the names of the speakers.
It appears that the name of the South African W o r k e r s ’ d e 
legate,

Mr. Hamilton, was among the speakers.

It also a p 

pears that the A f r o - A s i a n group had decided to bring c o n 

2 9 ibid.
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tinuous embarrassment on the South A f r i c a n delegate w h e n 
ever he was to speak.
s p e a k e r ’s microphone,
Mr. Abou-Alam,

As Mr. H a m i l t o n approached the
the

Egyptian government delegate,

rose to make a point of order and sought

the opinion of the chief administrative officers of the
conference as to whether or not the South African delegate
should be a l lowed to speak since his government had not
complied with the
ence session,

1

9

6 1

resolution.

In the same confer

when the South A f r i c a n delegate was permit

ted to reply to a certain question of another delegate,
the Liber i a n W o r k e r s ’ delegate,

Mr, Tubman,

him on a point of order as he was speaking,
that "when governments

• ^ l o c . cit,,

{do]

p. 4-95 .

the Nigerian Resolution,

interrupted
indicating

not recognize each other, and

The 1961 resolution,

known as

condemned the government of South

Africa a n d requested her not to participate in the ILO ac
tivities u n til it had refrained f r o m its racial policy.
Why this point of order did not occur earlier in the 1962
session is not clear.

One logical explanation, however,

is that the 1962 session witnessed the first black South
African delegate, which pleased the Afro-Asian delegation.
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1'
diplomatic necessity require [s] that they communicate,
they usually

[go]

t h rough a third party.

These

’points of o r d e r 1 manipulations were means by w h ich the
Afro-Asian delegates h o ped to embarrass the government of'
South Africa.
chenko,

Landelius has pointed out that Mr. Slip-

the Vice-President of the 1963 session and its

presiding officer,

"proceeded to grant the floor to all

those wh o wished to speak on a point of o r d e r " , w h e n 
ever the South Af r i c a n delegates were speaking.

The major

rationalization fo r this and the Af r o - A s i a n g r o u p ’s refu
sal to hear from the ILO legal adviser regarding South
Afric a was:

"the contention that the conference was su

preme regarding this

[racial]

question.

The activities surrounding the South African dele
g a t e ’s rights to speak during the 1963 g e neral conference
have been reported by Landelius:

33
^'loc.

cit., p. ^97.

Tubman, however,

the circumstances to which we referred

was wrong,

only hap p e n in b i 

lateral, not multilateral relations.

■^2 loc.

cit., p. ^95.

■^loc.

cit., p. ^99.

as
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When Hamilton

South African Workers’ delegate

subsequently received t h e floor, a row broke
out.

The majority of delegates left the hall.

In addition to the A f r o - A s i a n and East Euro
pean delegations,

the W o r k e r s ’ delegations

participated in the walkout.

Several Africans

...stood in the farthest doorway and shouted
"Assassin criminal"

in a rhythmic chant the

whole time the speech was being given.

Prom

a distance it looked like some form of ritual
danc e

.

.

hr. Johnson,

.

^

a Nigerian W o r k e r s ’ delegate and the Pres

ident of the conference,

resigned.

The reason he gave for

his resignation was that the conference had violated its
1961 resolution and, thus,
legates.

imposed South A f r i c a on the de-

On the eve of the plenary session which was to

discuss the budget,

the A f r i c a n delegates called a press

conference in which they criticized the government of
South Africa for her undemocratic attitude towards its
black citizens.

They explained that

"it was beyond their

imagination to participate in a conference where the Re-

- ^ l o c . cit.,

p. ^99 •

^loc.

p. 500 .

cit.,
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public of South Africa was represented;

thus,

they had

decided to travel home."
When the conference met the next morning,
was almost empty.

the hall

Not only the African delegates were

absent, but the Asians and the Latin American delegates as
well.
gate,

This incident prompted the Polish government d e l e 
Mr. Chajn,

to suggest that it would be an abnormal

situation to continue the conference in the a b sence of the
dissenting group:
About 40 percent of the members are absent from
this a f t e r n o o n ’s meeting.
fact,
young,

A whole continent in

the continent of Africa,

is absent.

This

dynamic an d active continent is not p r e 

sent among us this a f t e r n o o n .

Is it possible to

consider that such circumstances provide

the n e 

cessary legal prerequisites for taking up the
study7”of such an important instrument as the b u d 
get of our Organization?

What will people think

if the ILO adopts its budget in such abnormal clr37
c u m s t a n c e s ?^'
Italics mine
The budget was not passed,

and after eight days of d e m o n 

stration against the government of South Africa,

3^loc, cit.,

p. 504.

3? l o c . cit.,

p. 505 .

thirty-
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no
six African delegates had left the conference,
fewer returning in the following session

with

(1964),

The 1964 session of the ILO general conference b e 
came the testing ground for the impact of the A f rican
states on the organization.

The African and Asian states

could always count on each o t h e r ’s support.

What is more,

in the 1964 session, a n e w force that h a d emerged earlier
in the 1963 session continued to give its support to the
Afro-Asian stand.

This was the Latin American bloc,

Many of the Afro-Asian and L a tin Ameri c a n members of the
ILO were absent during the 1964 session as the result of
the presence of the government of South Africa.

I have

summarized this absenteeism in the f ollowing table,
the g r o u p s .

- ^ l o c . cit.,

p. 117 .
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TABLE IV

Average Number of Group Absences at the Twelve
Record Votes During the 196*1- ILO Session

20

00
AA

Explanation:

LA

EE

WE

SS

A A = Afbo-Asian States
LA = Latin American States
EE = Eastern European States
WE = Western European States
SS = Settler States
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The ILO was quite aware of the reason behind the a b 
senteeism.

Consequently,

in the 196^ session, despite the

high absenteeism among the opponents of South Africa,

the

ILO amended its c o n s titution to empower the Conference "to
expel from membership of the ILO any member which the U N
has expelled",

provided such a decision is agreed u p o n by

a two-thirds majority including two-thirds of the g o v e r n 
ments.-^

This constitutional provision,

Afro-Asian pressure,

stemming from

m a d e the government of South Africa

decide to terminate its membership in the ILO,

South A f 

rica, however, was considered a full member until 1966,
since according to Constitutional provisions,

it takes two

y e a r s ’ notice before a member state can officially r e 
nounce its membership.
Was it the 196^ constitutional provision that p r o m p 
ted the government of South Africa to renounce its m e m b e r 
ship in the ILO?
gative.

This question can be answered in the n e 

In order for the 196^ amendment to apply to the

government of South Africa,

30

she first had to be expelled

loc, cit., p. 16.
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from the U N membership.

That government,

however,

still

holds a charter membership in the UN, where she maintains
a considerable political and economic influence c
great power governments.

Therefore,

the

the reason x

the

decision of the government of South Africa to withdraw
from the ILO membership lies somewhere else:

first,

in

the embarrassing situation in which she found herself in
the ILO,

including its various committees;

and second,

in

the equally embarrassing situation of her diplomatic re
lations with other states.

The embarrassment for the

South African government at the 1963 Conference resembles
that of a ritual dance.

The African states not only di s 

regarded parliamentary procedures at this conference; what
is more,

they became so unruly that one would hardly think

of such a conference as a form of parliamentary diplomacy.
Also,

the less publicity given the ILO conference

(as com

pared with the UN) served as positive security for the b e 
havior of the African states.

At the UN, where the

w o r l d ’s eyes are focused on the entire organization,
liamentary diplomacy tends to prevail.

par

The writer has the

profound conviction that this embarrassing situation in
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which the government of South Africa found itself was the
major cause of he r decision to withdraw from the ILO'.
With regard to the diplomatic embarrassment,

the govern

ment of South Africa simply moved to a higher level w i t h 
in the organization framework

(the UN), where she finds

herself in a more relaxed diplomatic atmosphere,

and where

the capitalist states are, to a greater extent, determined
to sacrifice the U n i o n ’s non-white population for selfish
economic reasons.
Various international agencies have brought pressure
to bear on South A f r i c a n government with respect to her
apartheid policy.

Despite these pressures,

the government

of South Africa remained stubborn with respect to her r a 
cial policy.

The ILO response to this continued defiance

of her charter principles by the government of South A f r i 
ca resulted in the l a t t e r ’s withdrawal from the organiza
tion,
ent,

For the UN,

however,

the situation has been di f f e r

The continued existence of normal relations between

the U n i o n ’s government and the great power governments,
particularly the United States,
nomic and political realities,

based as they are on ec o 
has made South African g o 
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vernment

position in the U N much stronger than in the ILO.

It is also interesting to note that in the ILO a sim
ple two-thirds majority is all that is required to pass a
resolution or defeat a motion.
constitutional amendment,
the ILO.

ment)

since the 1922

a veto power does not exist in

In the UN, however,

Before any government

Moreover,

the situation is different.

(including the South African govern

can be expelled from membership of the UN, such a c 

tivities have to be recommended or approved unanimously
by the Security Council.

With any member of the Security

Council objecting the expulsion will be impossible.

Since

the government of South Africa commands a considerable in
fluence on certain members of the Security Council,
United States particularly,

the

the chances of expelling her

from the membership of the U N does not exist at present.
This seems to explain why the government of South Africa,
expelled from the membership of the ILO, continues to re
main a charter member of the UN.
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CH A P T E R VI
ILO FEEDBACK ON TH E AFRO-ASIAN STATES

In the preceeding chapters, we saw how the Afro-Asian
states exerted several pressures on the ILO.
were:

Among these

(l) the demands for greater representation on the

Governing Body by amending the ILO Constitution;

(2) the

economic and social pressures resulting in the esta b l i s h 
ments of Field Offices and Regional Centers;

and (3) the

pressure on the organization with respect to South A f r i 
c a ’s Apartheid Policy.

In this chapter,

we are mainly

conderned with the ILO demands on these states or the ILO
feedback on the Afr o - A s i a n states.

The term "feedback" as

is used in this section means the pressure of the ILO on
the Afro-Asian member states to conform with its o r g a n i z a
tional principles.

Implementation vs.

Non-Implementation of Conventions

Despite the fact that several Afro-Asian member
states of the ILO have ratified its conventions,

many of

153
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them atill fail to implement these conventions in their
respective states.
advertently.

Some do this deliberately,

others in

Some are more successful than others in im

plementing these conventions.

The m a j o r reason, however,

for those states that are successful is mainly the flexi
bility of their national constitutions
ment procedures.

in terms of a m end

The failures of c e rtain states to imple

ment these conventions is mainly due to the diversity of
their social systems which makes the implementation pos
sible in one sector of the state but impossible in another
sector.

Thus, we have two truisms here:

One, the flexi

bility of a national constitution facilitates future amendment,
state,

Two,

the diversity of a social system within a

due to a lack of communications,

tends to make in

terpretations of its constitution subjective according to
the different social segments,

and hence,

universality of its constitution.

it weakens the

The state of India

falls in these two paradigms, whereas,

most African states

fall in neither of these two.

most African states

fall in what

Rather,

I call the "Bismarckian Paradigm":

a system

in which the constitution has little practical effect and
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the power structure within the state is allocated strong
ly to one man.
The Asian states,

despite the religious and linguis

tic problems that beset them and/or often go with plural
societies,

are more responsive to ILO conventions.

The

reason for this seems to be that these states have rea
lized the need for social development not only in one se c 
tor of the continent but in the entire society as well.
For this reason, the Asian states have developed various
means hoping to achieve this initial purpose.

Implementation in A s l a n States

Let us examine some examples, beginning with India.
Before 1935»

the constitution of India presented problems

to the ILO:

Though it was the Federal Government which

ratified the international conventions,
the ILO, the implementation

including those of

of these conventions were

left to the individual autonomous states.

Thus,

the go v 

ernment of India was' powerless to enforce the implementa
tion of ILO conventions throughout its territory.

How
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ever,

a 1935 amendment to the constitution gave wider

scope to the central government,

including the power to

regulate and promote trade unions,
welfare of labor.

In short,

and to protect the

the amendment gave the Fe 

deral Government the power to enforce the application of
ILO conventions in all parts of the state.
later,

Two years

a committee was established to inquire into the

conditions of life affecting laborers in industries.
submitting its report,

In

the committee recommended unem-

i
ployment benefits for w o r k e r s . '
With this increase in its concurrent p o w e r — in this
case,

granting an exclusive po w e r to the Federal g o v e r n 

m en t — the government of India established a Tripartite
Labor Organization resembling that of the ILO which was
composed of the following representatives:
State governments representatives,

the Workers" represen-

tatives and the E m p l o y e r s ’ representatives.

^'Agarwala, A.N.,
Workers in India."
(January 19^5)»

2

Kaul,

Federal and

2

The objec-

"Problems of Social Security for

International Labor R e v i e w . Vol. LI

p. 9.

N.N.,

India and the

I L O . op. cit., p. 37.
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tive of this group was to promote uniform labor standards,
including the a p plication of the ILO labor standards,
all parts of the state.

The formation of this group

in
(Tri

partite Labor O r g a n i z a t i o n ) , however, was preceeded by the
establishment of the Royal Commission on Labor, before
which the Indian delegates to the ILO conference appeared
on th eir return and reported on the various items agreed
upon by the conference.

3

The delegates also assisted the

C o m mi s s i o n in formulating these reports into re c o m m e n d a 
tions for the Tripartite Organization.

The latter,

as

noted, was to implement these draft recommendations into
conventions and see that they were applied in all parts
of the state,

Thus,

the Indian Labor code was almost a

direct result of the ILO effort to promote social p r o 
gress.

Therefore,

the ILO did not have as much trouble

with the government of India as it did with some g o v e r n 
ments of the A f r o -Asian states.
Other Asian states trod somewhat in India*s footsteps
parti c u l a r l y during i 960 to 1970.

In this period alone,

■^loc. cit., p. 35.
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nearly every Asian state formulated some type of a labor
code reflecting those of the ILO,
directly,

For example,

either directly or i n 

the government of Pakistan d e 

clared that its social policies would be based on those
of the ILO,

In order to cosummate this declared policy,

the government of Pakistan in 19 65 initiated a twentyyear plan designed particularly to provide employment for
the future generation, w o m e n in particular,
of whom

(68.5$) were,

ployed or underpaid.

the majority

because of religious reasons, unem-

*1-

Three years later,

the Asian states

reiterated this intensive drive for social progress, not
only for physically able persons but for those handicapped
as well.

"What next for the blind in Asia" was the theme

of the Third Asian Conference on Work for the Blind held
in Manila,

Philippines,

August 1968 ,

The fourteen Asian

states that attended the conference were all unanimous in
their commitments to rehabilitate the blind.
ting ce r t a i n resolutions,

I;,
Bean,

After a d o p 

the conference recommended that

Lee L . , "Utilization of Human Resources:

Case of Pakistan,"

I n t e r n a t i o n a l Labor Review, Vol.

SCVII

pp.

(April 1968),

391-^05.
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all Asian states c o ncern themselves with integrating the
b l ind in the general educational system.

It further

called for establishing programs for the rural blind in
all Asian states.^
Thus, the A s ian member states of the ILO are not only
responsive to the organizational conventions but even go
beyon d those In initiating their own as part of their g e 
n eral program for social progress,

copying those of the

ILO as guide to these programs.

Implementation in A frican States

What, then,
states,
states?
been,

is the general pattern for the African

having described briefly those of the Asian
The realities of the African political life have

and will continue in the future to offer the major

difficulty to the r e alization of certain ILO programs in
these states.

Basically,

The historical legacy,

these realities are three:

(2) the decrying of colonialism and

^ International Labor R e v i e w . Vol. X C I X
1969),

(1)

(February

PP. 210-212.
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imperialism, and
African States

(3) the role of the O r g a nization of

(OAU).

We will now examine each of these

briefly.

The Historical Legacy

Today, it is a customary practice for leaders of
post-independent Africa to evoke the past glories of Afri
ca.

They tell how Africa was the center of learning,

knowledge, arts and sciences, and hence, the center of
civilization.

Whether some, or all, of these past glories

may be historically true, do they really serve in place of
social development for the continent today?
ca lose its glory in the first palce?

Why did Afri

These are some

questions that every African ought to ask himself.

It is

not sufficient to know only the past glories; it is more
important to know why these glories were lost.

As a phi

losopher remarking on the imperative of knowing history
said, "those who know nothing about it are prone to repeat
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the mistakes of the past."^
Some Africans indicate that the decline of African
glories was due to the emergence of colonialism on the
continent.

This view, however simple, is implausible for

one reason:

the fact that colonialism was successful in

penetrating the previous system indicates that the system
had already lost its vitality.

A similar argument can

also be made for the death of colonialism in Africa,

With

the exception of those areas where political independence
preceded bloody crises, colonialism had already lost its
practical aim and it had. become financially difficult to
maintain.

Therefore, neither the historical legacy nor

the attainment of independence can be anything for the
African to brag about.

What Africa really ought to brag

about is xfhat she has done after independence, not what
she did in the past.

Few African leaders have realized

the potential needs of Africa in terms of both educational
and social development plans.

Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana was

View of George Santayana as quoted in Theodore
ger,

op. cit., p. 13.
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one of these,

Within one year after independence, the

government of Ghana had built two universities, two col
leges, and twelve teachers training institutes, not to
mention primary and secondary schools.

7

Furthermore,

living conditions in Ghana could not be matched with any
other state in Africa, save that of the Union of South
Africa.

Thus, it x?as no wonder that Kwame Nkrumah was

regarded by many in the West as the champion of African
freedom d.espite the fact that many disliked him.

His

concern for Africa’s political and social development
were his major preoccupation until he was deposed by a
military coup in 1966.

The Decrying of Colonialism and Imperialism

Another technique perfected by many African leaders
to sustain themselves in poorer is the continuous beating
of the "dead horse" of imperialism,,

While many African

states have, politically speaking , gained their indepen-

7

Nkrumah,
York,

1963,

Kwame,

Africa Dust U n i t e , Praeger:

pp. ^7-^-8.
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dence, they nevertheless have attempted in almost meta
physical terms to portray imperialism as a reality oper
ating within the realm of their domestic and international
politics.

For this reason, they have blamed imperialism

and neo-colonialism for all their social problems.

It is

true that many aspects of imperialism can still be found
in many parts of Africa, but not in all of them.

What

reasons can there be for such political paranoia?

Is it

a political fabrication by some African leaders to guard
their leadership?

While we cannot answer this question

here, it is sufficient to point out that these behavioral
patterns, when viewed analytically, show that most African
leaders employ these methods as a means to rally the popu
lation behind them and, thus, legitimize their rule.
Moreover, while the decrying of colonialism before inde
pendence in many parts of Africa became the major politi
cal instrument by which the African leaders rallied poli
tical support, after independence they have had to fabri
cate new techniques for this purpose, although they con
tinue the beating of the dead horse of imperialism as one
means to remain in power.
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A kin to this method is that for gaining political
power.

This method operates primarily by outlawing any

major opposition party as a subversive element which poses
a threat to the system.

This is one reason why many A f r i

can states are characterized by one party.

Some leaders

of these states view the opposition not as offering a l ter
natives to their policy formations,

but rather, as posing
O

a threat to the values upon w h ich the state is built.
The real reason for this, however,
of the n e w states,

is that for the leaders

"politics is their profession.

them to go out of office is,

in effect,

For

to become unem-

g
ployed."

Apter, however, goes on to give some undue c r e

dit to the leaders of the n e w states for having put p r i o 
rity on industrialization.

He continues,

leaders are anxious to industrialize.
cles,

"...most new

Whatever the obsta

industrialization is attractive to political leaders.

The urge is great to catch up with the West and modernize

Q
Apter,

David,

Some Conceptual Approaches to the Stu

dy of M o d e r n i z a t i o n . Englewood,
Inc., 1968,

New Jersey:

Prentice-Hall,

pp. 72-87.
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economic and social institutions."

I just cannot ima

gine how a government can modernize a society when poli
tical opposition does not exist; when the individual is
limited in the choice he ca n make; w h e n the public money
is perpetually being stashed in the Swiss Banks for the
aggradnizement of the few ruling groups.
jor fault I see with Apter*s analysis.

This is the ma
While it is true

that some leaders are striving vigorously to improve the
social conditions of their people,

far from all the lea

ders of the ne w states act in this role.
The fear of losing political and economic power is
the major reason some A f r i c a n leaders emphasize one party
system.

They do this by putting the emphasis on a per-

sonal-nationalism which tends to equate the state with a
personal domain detached from the rest of the African
states,^’

They hold that paternalism and communalism are

the African ways of life and that Western democracy is not

10iMa.
^ ’Thaim,
London:

Daudon,

Foreign Policies of African Sta t e s .

Phoenix House,

1965»

p.?.
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the indigenous form of life for Africa.

Yet, none of the

proponents of this view would historically argue or prove
that absolutism and aristocracy are indigenous to Africa.
Immanuel Wallerstein,

in analyzing the historical life in

Africa before colonialism,

has pointed out that African

society was predicated n e ither on kinship, nor aristocra
cy but on a pluralism with well-defined lines of respon
sibility and that when a leader failed to perform his duty
he could be removed from his post,

The Role of the Organization of A f rican Unity (OAU)

The story of the continent of Africa,
like the biblical story of the Pentacost.
this story,

in general,

is

According to

C h r i s t ’s disciples uttered various speeches

that they had never known before as a result of the power
of the Holy Spirit.

The continent of Africa,

mancipated from direct colonial rule,
and previously unknown expressions.

recently e-

is also uttering ne w
Some of these expres-

j2
Wallerstein,

Immanuel,

op, cit.,

pp.

11-26.
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sions are as realistic as those of Kwame Nkrumah.

Nkru

mah regarded the political freedom achieved through A f r i 
can unity as the necessary pre-condition to all other
freedoms.

Thus, his prophetic exhortation,

"Seek ye p o 

litical kingdom first all others shall he added unto you."
Some African leaders, however,
rily in terms of economics.

regard African unity p r i m a 

According to this view,

econ

omic cooperation between the African states should be the
major focus for unity.

The latter v i e w has prevailed a-

mong the dictators and aristocrats.

The two views, h o w 

ever, have caused a continuing intellectual debate among
African intellectuals,
Kwame Nkrumah,

the spearhead of post-independent Pan-

African movement has argued vigorously that African unity
is trivial without political unity.

According to Nkrumah,

"neo-colonialism", which is defined as "the sum total of
modern attempts of the colonial powers to perpetuate c o 
lonialism while at the same time talking about freedom",
can only be combated through political unity, not economic
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1.68
unity.

13

Furthermore,

according to Nkrumah, n e o - c o l o 

nialism is imperialism in disguise since the latter has
testified to its inability to rule any longer by the old
method.

This attempt to integrate Africa politically and

economically has resulted in the establishment of the OAU.
The OAU, however,

has n o t proved itself capable of p o l i 

tical integration nor has that b e e n its real aim.
The first OAU Conference sometimes called the Co n f e r 
ence of Black African Leaders was held in 1959 in Saniquollie,

Liberia.

The conference was attended by the then

three leaders of independent b l ack Africa:
of Liberia,
of Ghana.

Sekou Toure of Guinea,

William Tubman

and Dr. Kwame Nkrumah

Nkrumah ha d a n tipdpated that the purpose of

this conference would be to lay the framework for African
political unity with the expectation that as more African
states received their independence,
Rather,

33

they would join it.

the purpose of the conference,

N k r u m a h , K w a m e , Neo-Colonialism,

I m p e r i a l i s m . New York:

as it turned out,

the Last Stage of

International Publishers,

1966,

pp. 239-25^.
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was to safeguard each other's independence. '

The question of African unity was raised, but it was
argued that this unity should be based only on economic
interdependence u n t i l the majority of the African states
had received their independence.
greed with this view.

To him,

Nkrumah, however,

disa

it was time to lay the

foundation for African political unity.
U.S. began with only thirteen states.
ment of the Saniquollie Conference,

After all, the
The major achiev-

however,

was that it

paved the way for the subsequent conference known as the
Monrovia Conference,

held in the capital city of Liberia

in 1961,
It was expected that the Monrovia Conference would
be more spectacular.

While foundations for African unity

had been discussed somewhat in Saniquollie,

the Monrovia

Conference reiterated these and made m u c h more specific
the points raised earlier.
leaders,
other,

This time,

the three African

despite the fact that they disagreed with each

set the principles of sovereignty as guiding future

^Thaim,

Dandou,

op. cit.,

p. ^ 3 ,
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relations b e tween African states.

These principles were:

(1) absolute equality of all member states,
ference in each o t h e r ’s domestic affairs,
each o t h e r ’s sovereignty, and

(2) non-inter

(3) respect for

(^) condemnation of subver1 K

sive activities directed from the outside.

Thus, these

two conferences simply shoed that the A f rican leaders did
not regard the question of African unity as important as
that of safeguarding their independence.

This original

paralysis of the OAU has continued throughout its short
history.
In the various OAU Conferences,

the member govern

ments have simply reiterated their positions to maintain
their independence.

Moreover, the OAU does not provide

protection for workers, political parties,
in the member states,

or trade unions

This is the uniqueness of the OAU.

The OAU is also unusual in that its c harter is vague and
each member state is virtually left free to determine for
herself what actions to take in case of national and in
ternational crises.

^ l o c . cit,,

The charter of the OAU permits the

p. *4-5.
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member states to pursue independent foreign policies based
on the erroneously termed "positive neutralism"
alliance".

Whatever meanings these phrases,

and "non

"positive

neutralism" and "non-alliance" might imply, it is believed
by many that these phrases,

as they apply to Africa,

are

meaningless since foreign military and naval bases are
found in many parts of Africa.
To become a political instrument for the development
of African society and to foster economic development,

the

OAU would have to have certain powers to which the m e mber
states were compelled to conform.

Its power wo u l d have

to include the right of political opposition.

Since the

purpose of a two-political party system is to provide the
people with alternative choices,

the OAU should then act

as the machinery to foster and to safeguard this right.
In this way,

an opposition could emerge and use the c o n 

stitution of the OAU as its safety device to stay in e x i s 
tence and seek power.

But the OAU, since it serves the

interest of only a few groups,

has contributed little to

the development of Afr i c a n society.
Thus,

one can easily visualize the reasons why some
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African states violate the ILO conventions:

the h i s t o r i 

cal legacy, with its emphasis and distortion of the past
and negligence of the present and the future;

the decrying

of colonialism which creates both compulsive and paranoid
behavior by the entire society and which is used to rally
support for the dictatorial regimes;

and the OAU which

acts as a protective shield for oppression.

When one c o n 

siders these three forces at w o r k simultaneously in the
African society,

it becomes clearer why the ILO had its

greatest problems in enforcing conventions in the African
states.
The questions concerning the failure of certain m e m 
ber governments to implement the ratified conventions in
their states resulted in major ILO feedback on the AfroAsian states,

particularly the African states.

among these states was Liberia.

Symbolic

Accusations against the

government of Liberia were pressed by the government of
Portugal after the latter had itself been accused of noncompliance by the government of Ghana.
On October 25»

1961,

the government

of Ghana lodged

a complaint against Portugal for failing to implement the
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forced Labor C o n v e n t i o n

(#29)

in her African territories,

and further requested the Governing Body to set up a spe
cial commission of inquiry to investigate the complaint.
Ghana was advised by the Governing Body to back up her
allegations by furnishing some evidence supporting the
complaint.

The government of Ghana fired b a c k that it

should be the responsibility of the commission to prove
or disprove her allegations.

After a long debate,

the

Governing Body finally went along with the government of
Ghana and established the Commission of Inquiry which
went to the Portuguese territories.
witnesses,

Many of G h a n a ’s key

it has b e e n reported, were either missionaries

36
or political exiles from the Portuguese territories. '
The Commission,

hox^ever, found that there

to support G h a n a ’s allegation,

w

a

s

no evidence

but urged the government

of Portugal to improve the labor condition in her terri
tories,

For the government of Ghana, however,

the Commis

sion decision was seen as a victory as it drex* the a t ten
tion of the entire organization.

3■6Haas, Ernest,

op. cit,,

Moreover,

p.

the Commis-

363 .
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s i o n ’s d e c ision did result i n the improvement of labor
conditions in the Portuguese territories.
Six months later, the government of Portugal lodged
a complaint against Liberia for:

(1) failing to remove

f r o m her legal code measures permitting the use of forced
l a b o r — in this case, porterage or compulsory participation
in public w ork and cultivation;

(2) failing to furnish the

ILO w i t h annual report on r a t ified conventions
the Forced Labor Convention);

and

(including

(3) tolerating the use

of forced recruitment practices by the Firestone Plantations Company.

17
''

The government of Liberia, wishing to

av o i d the same embarrassment as Portugal,

moved to d i s 

miss the complaint on the grounds that it was politically
motivated.

When this request was turned down, the g o vern

ment of Liberia refused to a l l o w the Commission of Inquiry
to enter the country to investigate the allegation.

This

p o s i t i o n of the Liberian government seemed to some to sup
port the v a l i d i t y of the accusations.
m i s s i o n did not go to Liberia,

^lOC.

Although the C o m 

it, nevertheless,

reported

cit., p. 367 .
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to the Governing Body in January,

1963»

that the legisla

tion of Liberia until the date of the complaint was in
consistent with the ILO obligations and constitution,
it further declared:
"It may be convenient for us to recapitulate
the position in a nutshell.
the Forced Labour Convention,

Liberia ratified
1930,

on 1 May,

1931» but major discrepancies between Liberian
legislation and the requirements of the Con
vention were not eliminated until February and
i'ay 1962; there was, therefore, throughout the
period, a failure to secure the effective ob
servance of the provisions of the Convention.
Though a few anomalies remain to be rectified,
the action necessary to bring the law into
substantial uniformity with the requirements
of the Convention has now been taken.

L i beria

has repeatedly failed to make the reports

on

the application of the Convention required by
Aricle 22 of the Constitution of the I n t e r n a 
tional Labour Organization and Article 22 of
the Convention itself,

but a report has n o w

been made for the period 1960-62,

undertakings

have been given that reports will be made r e 
gularly in the future,

and administrative a r 

rangements have been made for this purpose.
A full inquiry into the facts relating to the
application of the legislation which has n o w
been repealed would be profitless;

it is clear

that the major expansion of L i b e r i a ’s economy
in recent years,

due largely to rubber and iron

mining and characterized by major public works
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which have opened u p the country, has not been
1R
based on forced labour."'
The second case with respect to Africa was that of
Dahomey.

In November,

1962, the government of Dahomey d e 

creed and ordered the dissolution of one trade union in
that state.

This action of the government prompted the

ILO Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association to
refer the incident to the Committee of Experts.

The lat

ter examined this question in 1963 and in turn referred
it to the Committee of Application of Conventions.
The Committee on the Application of Conventions set
the following year
allegation.

(196*0 as the date to investigate the

Meanwhile,

the government of Dahomey hastened

to mend its ways and reported to the ILO Governing Body
that the alleged decree was no longer in force.

She fu r 

t h e r reported that the organization concerned had been

1 8 ILO Official B u l l e t i n . Vol. XLVI,
II

No. 2, Supplement

(April 1963 ) as quoted in George P. W e a v e r ’s lecture,

1966,

p e *1-7.
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19
re i n s t i t u t e d .
Our third example is Kenya.

Before 196^, it was

found that the government of this state had permitted
forced labor by allowing the passage of certain local laws
and regulations which permitted forced labor for a certain
amount of years.

20

Since local regulations of any g o v e r n 

mental system are subordinate to the central government,
the ILO,

therefore,

regarded the government of Kenya as

having the responsibility to nul l i f y this law.
quently,

in 196^,

Conse

the Committee of Experts was able to put

pressure on the government of Kenya to repeal this pr o v i 
sion and the government of Kenya complied.
The A frican states, as it appears,

when pressed by

the ILO to observe its conventions generally agree to do
so.

The question,

ture?

however,

is, will they do so in the fu

Some African states tend to place greater priority

on some of these conventions,

1o

while neglecting others,

47th Report of Committee of Experts on Application

and. Recommendation,

Vol. 91» ^8th session of Conference

Provisional Record,

No. 33i P« XXVIII.

^°48th Report of Committee of Experts, Vol.

77.
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parti c u l a r l y the forced labor convention.

Still,

other

African states neglect all of these conventions simply
because their governmental systems are not based on law
but rather on men.

Thus,

the ma j o r problem balkanizing

the A f r i c a n states, as we have emphasized,
niali s m or imperialism,

but Africanism.

is not c o l o 

By the term

"Africanism", we mean b o t h the misunderstanding and the
m i s c o n c e p t i o n of the realities of life in historical p ers
pective as they are being interpreted by leaders in these
states.

Their arbitrary i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s , moreover,

serve

the conscious motives of these leaders to influence the
masses

of the population.

When a historical m i s i n t e r p r e 

tation of a p e o p l e ’s way of life is consciously employed
by a l e a d ership group,
doctrination.

the end result is likely to be in 

In Africa,

as we have seen,

several methods

are e m p loyed to serve this end.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

The International Labor Organization evolved as a
response to the social problems of the nineteenth and the
twentieth centuries,

The First World War had convinced

the European statesmen that the major cause of war and so
cial unrest was labor unrest.

For this reason, the ILO

was established as Part III of the Peace Covenant to
strive to improve the conditions of labor,

The ILO acti

vities at first were ill-defined and were primarily Euro
pean-oriented ,

However, as the years went by and particu

larly after the Second World War, when its membership be
gan to increase and new forces and ideologies continued to
threaten peace, these same statesmen saw the need for the
first time to make the ILO activities more inclusive of
the entire human race.
With the increase in its membership, particularly of
the Afro-Asian states, the I.LO began not only to experi
ence active politics stemming from these new member states
179
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but to function as a truly international agency as well.
The new states began to pressure the organization for
greater voice in the decision-making, these pressures
being exerted primarily by their vigorous and constant
demands for constitutional amendments.

By 1970, the new

states had already commanded considerable influence in the
organization and became the center for international poli
tics, with the great powers vigorously competing over
them.
The political importance of the Afro-Asian states and.
the ILO response to their membership led to the establish
ment of several Regional and Education Centers to coordi
nate the social activities of these states.

By 1970,

these states have had more benefits of the ILO than even
those European states which originally initiated the or
ganization.

For the Asian states, the organizational

knowledge and benefits served as models for them to ini
tiate social developments of their own.

iany African

states, on the other hand, regarded the benefits and ex
pert knowledge as posing threats to the security of their
political systems:

nepotism and dictatorship.
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Nevertheless, the influence of the African states in
the ILO continued and lead to the withdrawal of the gov
ernment of South Africa, during the debates on her apar
theid policy.

The African fight was generally supported

by many member states, particularly the Asian and the
Latin American states.

The African states, however, faced

an embarrassing situation as they criticized certain Eu
ropean states for violating the ILO conventions without
realizing their own faults and violations.
Having had greater influence, prestige and benefits
from the ILO, and having

complained of the failure of

certain states to respect the conventions, without seeing
their own faults and weakness, African states,too, began
to get pressure from the ILO to live up to the standards
they expected of the other member states.

The pressure

of the ILO on the African states became the major feed
back of the organization.

Whether the ILO will continue

to put more pressures on these states and whether these
states will live up to the organization's principles is
a ouestion that only a future history of the organization
will tell.

What is clear, however, is that there will
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be important and symmetrical relationships between the
ILO and the Afro-Asian states, with the African states,
at times,

offering separate problems and voting c o a l i 

tions .
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